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GOVERNOR'S TOUR ARRIVES ON WEDNESDAY
Fulton Man Drowns
At Late Yesterday

Murray State
Adopts Pass
Fail System

120 Kentucky Business
Men To Visit Community

More than 120 Kentucky bus lake State Park where the group
iness and industry representa- will spend the night They will
tives depart from Louisville arrive at the Kenlake about
Murray State university has
October 7 on the annual Gov- 3:00 pm. and check in. After
A Fulton man drowned Sun- clung to the bow of the parti- become the first teacher-trainernor's Tour sponsored by the an afternoon of recreation at
day morning on Kentucky Lake elly submerged craft.
ing institution in Kentucky to
Kentucky Chamber of Com- the park, the group will board
when the small boat in which
Motorists on the bridge re- adopt the increasingly-popular
merce in cooperation with lo- the busses at 6:00 p.m. for dinhe and his son were fishing cap- ported that the 12-foot boat ap- "pass-fail system" for the gradcal chambers along the tour ner he:e in Murray at the Holisized
near Eggner's Ferry peared to be moving backwards ing of student teachers
day Inn.
route.
Bridge,
The nEw program replaces a
into 3-4 foot rolling waves when
A social hour is planned at
This 1969 Governor's Tour
the mishap occurred. Statt system which has been used for
through 6:30 on Wednesday with dinner
swing
will
wide
make
a
The body of Lonzo Johnson, Trooper Guy Turner reporter many veers and under which
the western portions of Ken- to begin at 7:30.
Route One, Fulton, was recov- that the motor was
in reverse the performances of student
The local reception committucky, making numerous stops
ered two and one-half hours af- gear when recovered.
(confirmed in Page Six)
on route to visit with residents tee is composed of Mayor
ter his boat swamped 100 feet
The younger Johnson had inof cities along the route and Holmes Ellis, County Judge
Lortheast of the main span of haled much water and
was taxto view the latest developments Hall McCuiston, County Attorthe US 68 bridge. His son, Jer- en to the Murray Hospital for
in community and business in ney Robert 0. Miller, Robert
ry Ray Johnson, 23, was rescu- treatment after he was brought
Carpenter, president of the Mureach of the areas visited.
ed by a passing boat as he to shore by Jere Kirk, DyersFormal programs have been ray Chamber of Commerce, Max
Soul Syndicate from hwrray, will be competing with more than fifty groups for
burg, Tenn.
arranged in many of the com- B. Hurt, president of the IndusThe 1960 Buick Electra of
Music Festival USA's ;11,000.00 in cash and prizes. Some of the
The Murray Rescue Squad
munities along the route of the trial Foundation, and James
distinguished
are
judges
Collie
Ed
of 202 South 12th
Clark Terry of the Tonight Show, Doug Gil more of the Andy Williams Show, Billy
and the Marshall County Unit
Johnson, executive secretary of
Governor's Tour.
Rizzo
of the Playboy Clubs, and Lynn Anderson of the Lawrence Welk Show. Music
were called to assist in dragg- Street, Murray, was damaged
Governor Louie B. Nunn will the Murray Chamber of ComFestival
PSA
I. to be held at Kaintudc Territory, near Benton, Kentucky, on Friday,
ing for the body. State Troop- by fire yesterday at four p. m.
be with the tour as will many merce.
Saturday, and
Collie said the oarburetor and
Sunday, October 10, 11, and 12, 9:00 am, to 6:00 p.m. A handicraft, artists, and country other top state officials, Presiers Joe Oakley and Guy Turner
The group will return to the
wiring
were
all
burned out in
fair will also be featured. Special guest for the artists fair will be Ray
found the body in 25 feet of
dent LeRoy M. Miles of the Kenlake for their overnight
Harm.
Admission
is $1.50 per day or $3.00 for this 34ay week end Children under 12
water. Turner reported that the front end of the car. The
Kentucky Chamber of Com- stay. On Thursday they will
admitted free with
Johnson was entangled in the iturray Fire Department answer- parents.
merce and many other to ex- proceed to Mayfield, Benton,
anchor rope and some of his ed the call and tried CO2
ecutives in Kentucky's business Princeton, then return to Louthe
booster
to extinguish the
fishing gear. The anchor was
and industry community.
isville.
lodged ..on the bottom of the flames.
A number of tickets have
The tour will depart from
Man's estimate of man is reCollie told the Ledger &
lake and' the anchor rope had
the Brown Suburban Motel at been sold for the dinner here
vealed by the comparisons made
to be cut to free Johnson's body. Times he had just started his
C:15 in the morning and will on Wednesday night.
with various members of the
Trigg County Coroner John ear up to leave his house when
arrive at Drakesboro at 10:00.
animal world that are applied
Vinson examined the body at his son, Zachary, noticed the
Leaving at 10:15 a.m. the tour
to him. He's a horse if strong
lake side and ruled the drown flames coming from the car and
will then visit Greenville, Mon
and a mule if stubborn. Here
screamed for his father to stop
The Murray Board of Eduaccidental.
ganfield, Marion and Paducah.
are a few more:
the car.
cation Full Year Head Start
The party will spend the night
He is a beast when he puts
will hold registration for chilat Paducah.
aside ordinary intelligence.
dren with 1964 and 1965 birthAfter breakfast at 6:30 on
A skunk when guilty of malldays Wednesday, October 8.
Wednesday the tour will leave
-ions treatment of others.
9:00 a. m. until 12:00
The Garden Department of from
A monkey when humorous,
The Murray Senior Citizens for Wickliffe, Clinton, Fulton,
noon, according to Mrs. Eula
the Murray Woman's Club has
with a touch of foolishness.
met
an Friday at 12 noon for then come into Murray on High
Mae Doherty, Director of the
An ape when doing as others
the monthly potluck luncheon way 94 and proceed to the Kenannounced the winners for the
Murra Head Start. Program.
at the Community Center on Eldo, or when lacking initiative.
"Yard of the Month" contest
Registraitrun will be held at
Members or iiie Alcoholic
sr Ike month of September.
lis Drive.
A wolf when he is inclined to
Elementorther -Douglass
Beverages Commission said the
Mrs. Hildred Sharpe, presidestroy.
The city is divided into four ary School, now owned by the
Murray Police Department condent, welcomed the members
A fox when displaying a high
Lowell PMmer, Chairman of sections with the dividing lines Tappan Company.
ducted raids in the city of Murguests. She announced
and
degree of acumen.
the Calloway County Soil Con- being Main Street and 12th
Preschool training will be
ray about 12:30 a.m. on SunSeveral
A worm when he allows other
new
servation District, announces Street. Names of the judges are provided for thirty children plans for another boat trip on
corporations
Lake. The members have been formed in Calloway day.
Kentucky
people to "step" on him.
the annual "Soil Conservation not disclosed.
Chi'.
families.
from lowincome
Persons arrested were Cecil
Moray Contest".
A leech when living on other
Winner in the southwest area dren to be enrolled in the pro- and guests will meet at the County over the past several
Outland of Murray Route One,
Center on Friday, October 17, months.
people's money
According to Ramer the sub- was the yard of Mr. and Mrs. gram must
Two outstanding speaters rebe eligible under the
Bobbie Fergusca of East Maple
A hound when he goes after cently appeared before the Con- ject for this year's contest is Junior Garrison, 1218 Dogwood family income standards estab- at 11 a.m. Each is to bring a
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc. Street, Murray, Gladys Jones,
being
Class
Education
lunch to be eaten at noon
sack
"Water Conservation—Its Ef- Drive. The plantings in their lished by
sumer
rhings.
$200,000
incorporated
at
0. E. 0. Priority will
was
A mouse when listening close- conducted in a pilot program fect On My Community". All yard are all fairly new but the be given to children previously at the park pavilion before the with Dwain Taylor the prinicpal 205 North 2nd Street, Murray,
and Jerry Ray, Murray Route
at Murray High School. They children in a grade or high over all landscaping plan is enrolled in the program which boat ride.
ly without pretending to.
incorporator. The firm is in the Five, according to citation reA rooster when strutting with were Ray Brownfield, vice-pres- school are encouraged to enter good, well balanced, and a var- ended in May, 1969, and to five- The invocation was given by automobile business.
ports by the MiirrayPolice ofident of the Peoples Bank and the contest.
iety of species are used. The year-old children in the com- Miss Erin Montgomery. Mrs.
too much self-importance.
(
secretary, read
Geno's Incorporated of 1302 ficers.
First place winner in the
Clark,
Virgie
A fish, generally "poor," William Boyd, vice-presk*I
munity who will be entering
of the previous Chestnut Street is incorporated Confiscated at the Jones rewhen ignorant of what is going and cashier of the Peoples Bank. State will receive a $500.00 U.
(Continued on Page Six)
public schools in September, the minutes
Brownfield told the class of S. Savings Bond; second place
at $100,000 by Eugene Diamont sidence were eighty 14 pints of
on.
1970.
(Continued on Page Six)
availservices
others to carry on a rest- whiskey; at the Outland resibanking
winner
and
basic
the
received
a $200.00 SavA shark when making money
Two classrooms will be proaurant and cabaret business. dent six fifths of vodka, three
ableto the consumer. He demon- ings Bond; and third place winrapidly.
vided for the Head Start PreGeneral Silica Products, Inc., fifths of whiskey, and sixteen
strated many of these services ner will receive $100-00 Saygram, and a qualified teacher
Industrial is incorporated at cans of beer; and at the FerguW. notice that Hoyt Moore who and answered questions concern- ings Bond.
and teacher's aide will be proFirst place County winner
$50,000 with William E. Harvey son home ten 'pi pints of whisplays football for the Fulton ing them.
United Pres. Internntional
vided for each fifteen children
mewill
the
viewed
prinicpal incorporator. The bus- key and St gallon of wine, acalso
class
receive
The
a
$25.00 U. S. SayCity Bulldogs, will be 16 this
enrolled. A part-time social
iness will purchase, sell and cording to the citation reports
month. Hoyt is the grandson chanics and services available ings Bond. In addition to these
Cloudy and a little cooler worker's aide, cook, and cus
promote the sale of silica sand. The citations for the four
of Hoyt Moore who 'ran the at the TV branch bank of the the Calloway County Soil ConTuesday. Scattered todran complete the total staff
through
Lassiter & McKinney Datsun. were for "sale of alcohol in loBank.
servation
Peoples
District
will
make
F'ulton Daily Leader for years.
afor Had Start workers.
inc, of 810 Sycamore is incorp- cal dry option territory". They
Boyd discussed money with wards to 1st., 2nd, and 3rd, light showers in the west this
morning becoming more numer
orated at $50,000 by James R. all posted bond of $500.00 to
Daylight Saving Time goes out the members of the class after place winners, in each school
&us and spreading over the
Lassiter and Dan McKinney. The appear in Calloway County
af commission at 2:00 a.m. on they had studied the subject participating, of $6, $3, and $2.
Court today, according to the
In many of its aspects, what it A school must write at least 15 state this afternoon and conSunday, October 26.
(Confirmed en Page Six)
city police citations.
means, and what value it is to essays to qualify for school a- tinuing tonight and Tuesday.
By ALTER WHITEHEAD
Possible thundershowers tonight
wards.
Garry Robertson is a member our society.
(UPI) — Thirty-nine
SAIGON
Highs
and
today
Tuesday.
mostFirst place winners in each
Boyd gave the background
School pictures in color for
of the Soul Syndicate, popular
ly in the 70s. Lows tonight in students in grades 7 through towns and Allied military basschool
of
types
different
history
will
of
receive
their
prizes.
band among the young folks
es came under mortar or rocket
the 60s.
money used in this country from
11 have been distributed at attack Sunday night and this
many
inHe
showed
1776
on.
School.
High
Murray
(Continued en Page Six)
W• asked him what kind of
morning in the heaviest round
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
This project is sponsored by
music he played and he says teresting items from his colreported in more
Dr. Conrad H. Jones of the
Temperatures
through
Saturlection including a $3 bill, a
Murray High School Par- of barrages
the
TO GIVE AWAY
Houston-McDevitt Clinic will
day will average around 5 de- ent-Teacher Association this than three weeks.
R. L. Cooper, nada.. Cobrdi
(Caseinsed
Ps
(Centitmed on Page Six)
America's top military man, be the speaker on "Birth Con- nator of Callcnrsay County Heal
grees below normal west port- year. The pictures were made
Free to someone as a pet is a ion but near normal central
G. Wheeler, predict- trol" at the meeting of the Kap- th Department, announced to
during the first week of school. Gen. Earle
small brown and white short and emit Portions. Cool west
President Aude McKee ed on his arrival on a fact-find- pa Department of the Murray day that the Mobile X-Ray unit
P-TA
haired dog, one year old, fe- portion and turning cooler reing tour Saturday the Commun- Woman's Club to be held on will be at the Health Depart.
all parents to examine
male, goal child's pet. Call 753- mainder of area around mid- urges pictures, but buy what ists would step up their attacks, Tuesday. October 7, at 7:30 p.m. meat on Wednesday, October
8.
these
5788.
dle of week and cool over state they desire and send the mon- leading to a winter offensive. at the club house.
Hours will be from 9:00 a. m.
Military spokesmen said the
Mrs. John Belt, department til 12:00 noon and 1:00 p. m.
through weekend. Normal highs ey with their son and daughter
89 to 75. Normal lows 43 to 53. to the school. Parent members salvos caused damage or casual- chairman, said that names will ill 3:00 p. m.
Rainfall will total around one of P-TA will collect the money ties at 16 locations, with two be tabled and the names should
Every person over 18 years
inch as occasional periods of on Tuesday and Wednesday U.S. servicemen wounded in
of age is eligible for chest x.
rain and a few thundershowers mornings of this week. This will eight attacks against GI bases.
ray. If under 18 years of age
most numerous middle of week be the only money making pro- Overall losses were described
and have a positive skin test
as light.
decreasing end of the week.
you are also eligible, a spokesject of the P-TA this year.
Civilian losses included one
man said.
killed and six wounded at Ho
No pregnant woman will be
Calloway County Retired teaFREE TRIP
Nai, 21 miles northeast of Saisniyed except by a doctor's
chers are urged to attend the
gon, and one killed and four
written request, according to
District Retired Teachers AsWalker A Ooley of Hardin wounded at Binh Phuoc, 26
the departrnent.
sociation meeting October 10
has won a seven days and six miles southwest of the capital,
The public is urged to take
In the Student Union Building
nights trip to Florida sponsored spokesmen said
advantage of this service which
at one p.m. This occasion is in
Ground fighting remained
by the Sunshine Vacations,
is provided through the cooperconnection with the District
Inc., Sparta, Tenn. He will be
ation of Elks Clubs of Kentucky,
(Cstrifinued en Peso SLEI
Educational Association.
Slate Department of Health, and
A group of nursery school unable to take the trip and will
the Calloway County Health DeState president, J. M. Clark, and kindergarten teachers met transfer to an interested person.
partment.
will be present to discuss legis- Thursday evening at the MurPRESBYTERIAN MEET
lative and the Teachers Retire- ray Board of Education for an
ment Insurance plans.
organizational meeting of the
The Cumberland Presbyterian
Murray Association for ChildWomen of the North Pleasant John Randal Hanabletton of
Dennis McDaniel, Clinton, is hood Education Under Six.
Murray
president of the District RetirFred Schultz who arranged Grove Church will meet Tues- Salem reported to the
ed Teachers Asso$iation. Mrs. the meeting presided as chair,4 day. October 7, at 7:30 p.m. at Police Department that his red
George Hart, president of the man until officers were elected the home of Mrs. Thomas Jones, 1967 GTO Pontiac was damaged
A rummage sale will be held
local RTA reminds all retired as follows: Mrs Donnie Foust South 12th Street. Mrs. Paul by a hit and run car sometime
at the American Legion Hall on
Dr.
Conrad
m
two
a
H.
hours
of
between
the
J011811
teachers to attend this meet- of Sigma Kindergarten, presi- ":unningham will be cohostess
Saturday. October 11, statring
and two p. rn on Sunday.
ing. Other local officers who dent; Miss Jean Cooper of Uniat eight a.m., sponsored by the
be
in
a
sealed
envelope
given
to
was
Hambleton said his car
TWO PERSONS
are making plans to serve re- versity Kindergarten. vice-prethe secretary prior to the meet- women of St. John's Episcopal
quartrear
°tithe
left
damaged
freshments at this event are sident; Mrs. Charla Ellison of
Church.
Two persons were cited by er panel while it was parked ing.
Otis Lovins, vice president; Read Start, secretary.
IS THIS A GOURD? — No. Ws vine okra. Holding the
Hostesses
for
the
meeting
White
lot
of
parking
on
the
Mrs. Hall McCuiston, secretaryMACEUS was organized to the Murray Police Department
of ekre F. Hilman Coles whe grew D at his home at
will be Mrs. Rex Thompson,
Persons having clothes, dishtreasurer; Mrs Manliff Miller, provide an opportunity for the an Saturday night and Sunday. Hall, Murray State University,
Midway. The Okra measures 47 inches long and 11'4 inches
Mrs John Baker, Mrs. Charles es, etc., to donate are asked to
report
filed
to
the
according
were
for
They
and
speeding
Mrs. Bun Crawford, and L. ft members to be of mutual beneIn diameter and weighs 105 pounds.
Kenneth call 753-2911 or 753-7309 and
by Hambleton at 2:45 p. m. Homra, and Mrs
public drunkenness.
Putnam.
(Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon)
(Cesifineed on Page Six)
Adams.
Sunday.
they will be picked up.

Collie Car Damaged
By Flames Sunday

Seen&Heard
Around
Vurray

Soil Essay
Contest Is
Announced

ins as

Registration For .
Head Start Program
Scheduled Here

Garrison, J. C. Dunn, H. G.
Dunn, Hendon Are Winners

Luncheon
BY •.Senior
Citizens Here

ABC & Police
Conduct Raids
Here Sunday

Corporations
Are Formed Here

Brownfield & Boyd
Speak At Class
At Murray High

WEATHER REPORT

School Pictures
Project Of PTA

Reds Hit 39
Towns With
Mortar Fire

Dr. Conrad Jones
Is Kappa Speaker

;

Mobile X-Ray Unit
Will Be Here All
Day Wednesday

Retired Teachers
To Meet In FDEA
Program On Friday

,14

MACEUS
Is Formed

Car Is Damaged By
Hit and Run Sliaday

Rummage Sale Is
Planned Saturday

shim
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WORLD WEEK

Let Me Write

NG COMPANY.
PUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHI
Calloway Times., and
Inc.. Onesollciation of the Murray Ledger, The
Kentuckian.
The Times-Herald, October 20 1928, and the West
January 1, 1042.
IN N. 4th Street. Murray, Kentucky MCI

•

'430;%hi

by Darrell Shoemaker

JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISH=
the Editor,
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the beat Each adult citizen within the
City Limits of Murray should
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for
I/Attest of our readers.
serve at least one year on the
CO., 1509 City Council just to fully acNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMERYork.
N.Y.. quaint himself with the probNew
Bldg.,
Life
&
Madison Ave , Memptus, Tenn.; Time
lems involved. It's big business
Stephenson Bldg.. Detroit, Mich_
with many problems. Meetings
MI
on
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmissi
are open and you could spend
Second Class Matter
no better time than to attend
SUBSCIPTION RATES 7 By Carrier in Murray, per week 35e, per a few sessions. I'll guarantee
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, 15.50; there will, be more interest the
Zones 1 & 2, $1300, Elsewhere $18.00. All service subscriptions $8.00. next time you vote. Murray is
more fortunate than most cities
"The OutstantUng Civic Asset of a Community is the
Its size with the high calibre
Integrity el its Newspaper"
business men for councilman and
there is not a city in Kentucky,
MONDAY - OCTOBER 6, 1969
without reservations, that has as
hard a working Mayor as Holmes Ellis. All this is why other
towns are trying to catch up with

Quotes From The News

&

CAPITAL TESTIMONY
POINTS TO NCO'S IN
UP TO $330000 YEAR
"SKINS, KICKBACKS
Al SERVICE CLUES

NEW NuCLEA. TESTS
s
M
DETIITEDCHA T LOP
o
CHINA
20TH ANNIVERSARY

QUAKES SHAKE
UP COASTAL
AREAS NORTH
OP SAN TITIAN
U S NAVY SUPPLy
PLANE MASHES IN
GULI OF IONKIN
OFF viETNAM, ALL
26 ABOARD PERISH

4

Wall Street
(latter

SWEDEN PROMISES
$01 $45 MILLION
HUPP LOANS IN
NEAT THREE YEARS

111111A111 SWAIN
311-VIM-ING
PIPITIM SYSTEM
PUSLK CORI
PEONY GOAL

SALANCE-Ols-POWER
FREE DEMOCRATS
ALLY TO GRAMM
AGAINST KIESINGER
IN WEST GAIMANT

WIVES FLOCK
TO PARTS TO
ASK HANOI
PEACE GROUP
FOE WORG
OP MASAN,'
INMOCRAT INNS
MASSACHWEITTS
CONGRESS SEAT
R IPUIRICANS
hEftS ,P3 YEAR'S

LOTTERY TYPE
DRAFT -URGENTLY
NEEDED" LAIRD
TELLS CONGRESS

••••••-•••••••

•

"NN

c,

•

•
CZECH CONSUL GENERAL.'
TOP PRAGUE DIPIONAT
IN AUSTRAUA DEPICTS

TUNISIA ILOOIRS
LEAVE /SI WAD
MIS MOSS
91E140 HOMELESS

'vie

SIOGIST SOUTH AFRICA
EARTHQUAKE SINCE 1931
NEARLY RAZES ONE TOWN

CIA SALK RELIEVES
SIX GEEEN 'FRETS
OF MURDER TRIAL
IN SOUTH VIETNAM

US now,

NEW YORK (UPI)-The
stock market is in a trading
pattern in which institutional
buying interest "continues to
rotate subtly and suddenly
among stocks which already
Indicate favorable uptrend pricing patterns by showing higher
intermediate highs and lows,"
Hayden, Stone Inc. says. The
key to success in a market such
as this depends obviously on
following a policy that will best
Identity the issues that seem
likely to show the greatest
price enhancement during the
next six months, the firm adds.
---

The shorter term outlook has
turned less dynamic, but it is
not yet negative, according to
Paine, Webber, Jackson &
Curtis. The benefit of doubt has
started to shift from the upside
to the downside, but no real dip
or correction can be projected,
and there has been some
technical deterioration in a
number of leading indexes, but
it cannot yet be considered
significant, the firm says.
-

Revolution in no field has been
as great as has been in Doctors and medicines in the past
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. - Former Vice President Hubert H. few decades. Dr. Blalock at New
Humphrey, accusing President Nixon and Vice President Agnew Concord, Dr. Miller at New ProBy United Press International
vidence, later at Hazel, Dr.Starof a lack of leadership, vision and courage:
his
Today is Monday Oct. 6, the
and
test
at
on,
Jones
conservati
Examiners
Dental
ks at Kirksey and Dr.
"Inflation, interest rates, civil rights, education,
al
Internation
Press
United
.
By
thy of 1969 with 86 to
Wednesday
279th
expired
license
consumer protection, antitrust. You name it and the Nixon - Agnew Lynn Grove, form a quartet that
follow.
rest
the
truly
forgotten
were
and
friends
know
its
ed
I
personally
administration has remember
think the news is all Laxalt said Miller could stay
The moon is between its last
dedicated Doctors. They minis- If you
By RICK DU BROW
of us."
was found.
nt
monotonreplaceme
a
all
until
sad,
all
and new phase.
gloomy,
quarter
by
tered the sick thy or night
are
stars
world crisis-upon-chrisis, The inmates' petition said
morning
0.
msly
The
William
they
and
Justice
Court
car
or
Supreme
S.
U.
buggy
Calif.
There
horse,
(UPI)
OAKLAND,
HOLLYWOOD
size:
"has been an influencing
Miller
Saturn.
for
on
and
Venus
these
try
Mercury,
to
men
needdraft
to
ional
medicines
carried all the
Douglas, speculating it might be unconstitut
are television serials, and there
Detroit Common Council factor in bettering morale."
The evening stars are Mars
When trading incentives are
t.Light in an undeclared war, such as Vietnam:
ed in a hand bag. They charged The
are television serials. There
for
right
all
it's
Jupiter.
decided
and
has
defend
all
to
s
the market tends to
themselve
furnished
Lacking,
prepare
and
and
call
train
the
to
soap
for
the
people
"Drafting
was, for instance,
out the red
On this day in history:
fall of its own weight, observes
ABC. tely constitutional. But sending them over- the medicine for a flat fee. Now Les Arwin to roll
Place"..
"Peyton
.their country is dent*
opera
The
J.N.
WOODSTOWN,
1853 Antioch College E. F. Hutton & Co. The firm
for his customers.
ha
starting Sunday,
seas that's something else. The President cannot declare a war." you must make appointments and carpet
to give him birth of Brittany Jane Layton TV. But now,
opened its doors in Yellow says the current situation is
EdeNatiosal
have a hand full of prescriptions The council voted
on
the has broken an 85-year-old line coast-to-coast
to carpet
Springs, Ohio, becoming the "the same old story that the
PARIS - Nguyen Huu Tho, head of South Vietnam's revolutionary for medicine to be bought at permission
in the Layton cational Television, there is first non-sectarian school to
born
his
men
of
of
front
in
concrete
the
of
not
ideals
is
the
This
market usually needs volume to
soem drug store.
government exhorting his supporters to follow
gallery and to family, one of the oldest in this "The Forsyte Sage."
opportunities for move upward, but it can
meant as a criticism in any downtown art
late Ho Chi Minh and criticizing the U. S. war policy:
of the group of John grant equal
Readers
there.
shrubs
potted
community of 4,000.
easily wher
quite
decline
an both men and women.
"The gradual retreat of American troops is only a subterfuge form on today's practices even keep two
GaLsworthy navels that
A city inspector had objected
Her great grandfather,
In 1921 sports writer Grant- trading is light."
an
of
lives
the
designed to appease public opinion and prolong the war of aggression if I do think to many of today's
in
century
a
half
red-and-green Hubert P. Layton, is Salem
was at the microdoctors just don't seem to have to the 9-by-12
British fami- land Rice
in South Vietnam."
sidewalk last County sheriff. His sister, Mrs. upper-middle-class
the
world series was
on
the
as
carpet
s.
phone
yesterday'
as
dedication
the
the Ella Mae Scott, was the last ly know that "The Forsyte broadcast for the first time.
Consumers' car bu_yliA plans
to
it
took
Arwin
and
York
week
New
the
for
memories
er
fondest
,•
photograph
One of my
NEW YORK - Mel Finklestein
Saga," adapted from his books,
have
cateriorated in recent
could
he,
family.
said
Layton
council
the
in
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Mr. and Mrs. Ken
Thomas are shown with their new 1970 Kawasaki Trail Boss, which
they won in Lansing, Mich., Monday, while
attending the 1470 new
model showing of the Kawasaki In.. Ken
and his wife spent two
days In Lansing attending the dealers
meetings and a banquet en
Monday at which time the cycle was
given away as a door
prize. Some 100 dealers attended the meeting. They later went
to Grand Rapids and took a tour
through
the offices and
warehouse of Kawasaki Midwest, Inc., which is
the distributor for this
area. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas are the owners
of Thomas Honda Sales.
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Twins Call 0 Bob Miller
To Stop Bal • ore Sweep
By JOHN GRIFFIN
UPI Sports Editor

National League before being
picked up by the Twins last
year. He made 37 relief.
appearances and only 22 starts
as Minnesota drove to the
Western Division title.
The Orioles, winningest team
In baseball this year, captured
the second playoff contest when
pinch -hitter Curt Motion
slapped a single into right
center with two out in the Ilth
to score Boog Powell with the
only run of the game.
They won the opener when
Paul Blair laid down a perfect
squeeze bunt to bring across
Mark Belanger from third with
two out in the 12th.

ST. PAUL - MINNEAPOLIS
(UPI)-- The Minnesota Twins,
backed into the corner by two
extra-inning defeats, called on
Bob Miller with a so-so 5-5
record in the hope of preventing the Baltimore Orioles from
sweeping the American League
title playoffs in three straight
today.
The Orioles go with Jim
Palmer, who compiled a more
impressive 16-4 record in
regular season play as the bestof - five
pennant
showdown
switched to the Twins' park.
Before heading here after a 10 defeat in 11 innings at Teaches Well
Baltimore's Memorial Stadium
CINCINNATI (UPI) - Five
Sunday, Manager Billy Martin
acknowledged his Twins had proteges of Cincinnati Bengals
their backs to the wall but coach Paul Brown were/ head
grimly Insisted the picture coaches in the professional ranks
could change on their home last season -- Otto Graham at
Washington, Weeb Ewbank at
grounds.
The Orioles weren't making the New York Jets, Blanton
any premature victory claims Collier at Cleveland, Don Shula
either. "We still have to win at Baltimore and Charley Winner
one more ball game," pitcher at St. Louis.
McNally
said
Dave
after,
blanking Minnesota with three
hits.
Martin juggled his line-up for
today's contest, naming John
Roseboro to replace George
Mitterwald as catcher and
sending Ted Uhlaender to take
over the left field spot from
Bob Allison.
By FRED McMANE
The Twins sorely need some
UPI Sports Writer
hitting punch. They were held
to four hits in their 4-3, 12Joe
Namath's
heartening
inning loss Saturday and held deeds sometimes cause
cardiac
hitless by McNally in the last arrest among his coaches.
innings
of Sunday's
seven
Namath, one of professional
struggle.
sport's most courageous athPalmer has a 1-0 record letes, pulled a
surprise
against the Twins this year and maneuver against the
Boston
also spun a no-hitter against Patriots Sunday which clinched
Oakland on Aug. 13. The big a 23-14 victory for
the New
right-hander completed 11 of York Jets and left Head
Coach
and
started
the 23 games he
Weeb Ewbanlc in a near state
compiled a 2.34 earned run of shock.
average, the best of Balti- The play occurred in
the
more's starting rotation.
third quarter with the ball on
Miller, a 30-year-old right the Patriots' four-yard
line and
hander, saw service with St. the Jets leading, 10-7. It was a
Louis, Houston, the New York third and goal situation, and the
Mets and Los Angeles in the
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Cowboys And
Rams Unbeat
In National
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regular job the past few leaks
and Martin knew the effect it
might have if he decided to
NEW YORK (UPI)-By now,. start Roseboro in the big series
Billy Martin is long used to all with the Orioles.
So Billy Martin, the guy Who
the slanders.
One of the first had to do supposedly wW do anything to By United Press International
NFL STANDINGS
with that famous fist fight at zin a ball game, walked out to
East
Mittertrald
The Dallas Cowboys and the
the Copacabana back in the '50s the outfield where
Century Division
frame. Stan Watts kick for the
when he was still with the was shagging some !lingoes Los Angeles Rams won their
W. L. T. Pct.
By Gene McCutcheon
before Friday's off-day workout third National Football Leagu Cleveland
Yankees.
2
extra point was good to give
1
0
.667
games Sunday without a loss St. Louis
2
1
0 .667
was
Martin
blamed
for here and said to Mitty:
The Murray State Racers won the Racers a 7-0 lead which still
2 1 0 .667 their first OVC battle of the sea- held at the halftime.
starting it, but the ex-Yankee "You've been swinging a good but two other teams fell from New York
Pitts.
1 2 0 233
who actually did still kids Billy bat lately and I'm gonna start the unbeaten ranks.
In the third quarter the Thoroson Saturday night when they
Cralg Morton threw three
today about how everybody you. I've got faith in you. I feel
short-circuited the Morehead breds marched 57 yards to payDivision
Capitol
you can do the job."
touchdowns and got magnificent
faulted the wrong guy.
W. L. T. Pet. Eages' offense and posted a 13-7 dirt with Haug taking the ball
Mitterwald was rather support from
rookie back Dallas
Later on, when he was a
Into the end zone with a one
3 0 0 1.000 victory.
coach with the Minnesota Twins shocked. He thought Martin Calvin Hill, who played only in Wash.
yard plunge. Watts kick was
Thoroughbreds
The
1
the
win
put
.500
1
1
and Sam Mele was managing would go with Roseboro, but the first half, in leading the Philadelphia
blocked but the Racers were in
OVC
pack
1
into
2
the
0
the
middle
233
of
them, Martin was accused of what the Minnesota masager Cowboys to a 38-7 late-starting New Orleans 0 3 0 .000 annference race with a 1-1 con- front 13-0.
did made him feel real good. rout of Philadelphia.
"knifing" Mele.
Morehead picked up their first
West
ference record as East TenneMitterwald didn't get any hits
Roman Gabriel threw four
"Most ridiculous thing I ever
Central Division
Western Kentucky and only score of the night on a
ssee
defeated
heard of," Sam Mele said then in the Twins' opening game 4-3 TD Strikes while providing the Minnesota
30 yard toss from Eagle quart2 1 0 .867 University 16-7 Saturday.
and still says now. "Nobody setback but handled hithself Rams a 36-17 triumph over New Detroit
2 1 0 .667
Racer quarterback Matt Haug erback Bill Marston to Jotui High.
Orleans.
ever helped me more or stuck well.
Green Bay
2 1 0 .687 and freshman fullback Rick Fis- Clark put the ball through the
He had a single and a walk in
The
by me more than Martin did."
Detroit
Lions gave Chicago
0 3 0 .000 her led the Murray eleven's off- uprights for the Eagles to end
Sunday's 11-inning, 1-0 heart- Cleveland its first loss, pinning
Slander Circulates
Coastal Division
ensive charge throughout the nig- the scoring for the night with
There's still another slander breaker, missing a home rip by the Browns, 28-21, and MinnesoW. L. T. Pd. ht as Fisher caught Haug aerials MSU in front 13-7.
they
circulate
about Billy not too much his last time 1p in ta upended previously unbeaten Los Ang.
3 0 0 1.000 on seven different occasions to
Murray Morehead
Atlanta
Martin. They claim he'd do the 10th when his drive sailed Green Bay, 19-7.
1 2 0 .333 keep Murray drives alive.
12
23
First Downs
he
In the other NFL games Baltimore
anything to win a ball game. foul by a foot or so before
1 2 0 .333
57
Murray's defensive team play- Yards Rushing 195
Sunday, Jim Duncan's 92-yard San Francisco 0 2 1 .000
Most anything would be much struck out.
18-424
17-34-4
ed an outstanding game as they Passes
more accurate. Billy Martin
191
Passing
Yds.
235
Then in the bottom of the kickoff return inspired the
two
on
fumbles
forced Eagle
Sunday's Results
owns all the normal emotions. 11th, with big 250-pound Pooe Baltimore Colts to a 21-14
2
different occasions when it see- Fumble Lost By 2
21 AU.anita 14
Mt.
He wants to win as much as Powell bearing down on hits at victory over the Atlanta Fal6-59
Penalized 4-42
Yds
Morethat
certain
almost
med
Cleaveland
21
anybody else- but he won't ruin home plate on pinch hitter Curt cons, Fran Tarkenton threw Detroit 28
10-37
8-33
Punts
head would score.
Minn 19 Green Bay 7
a kid's career to do it.
0 7 6 4-13
Motion's single to right ceeter, four touchdown passes in a last St. Louis 27 Pitts 14
The Racer's first score came Murray
This American League cham- Tony Oliva's throw came * on Minute 28-24 victory for the
-0 0 7 0-7
on a 17 yard pass from Haug to Morehead
New York Giants over the New York 28 Chicago 24
pionship series, in which his one bounce to Mitterwald.
Fisher at the first of the second
Dallas 38 Phila 7
Chicago Bears, the St. Louis
Twins now are two games dovm
Ball Skips Past
Los Ang. 36 New Orleans 17
to the high-riding Baltimore
The ball took a short bop, Cardinals beat the error-prone San Fran 17 Wash. 17, tie
Pittsburgh
and
Steelers,
27-14,
Orioles, provide a perfect ticked Mitterwald's glove just
Sunday's Games
Sonny Jurgensen
gave the Los Ang at San Fran.
illustration.
as Powell arrived, and then
George Mitterwald, Minneso- skipped past as the hefty Washington Redskins a 17-17 tie Cleveland at New Orleans
ta's fine-looking, 24-year-old Baltimore first baseman first with the San Francisco Forty Pittsburgh at New York
rallied for -two touchdowns and
By JOHN JEANSONNE
rookie receiver, provides an ran around the plate, then Niners by throwing a four-yard St. Louis at Wash.
a two-point conversion in the
UPI Sports Writer
even better one.
final period to nip No. 16
came back and touched iti for TB pass in the last half-minute. Dallas at Atlanta
The results left Dallas atop Phila at Baltimore
Everybody naturally figured the only run in the contest..
Stanford, 36-35, No. 9 Missouri
Same
the
old
Ohio
story
State
at
NFL's Capitol Division with Minnesota at Chicago
Martin
John
start
would
ran
No. 11
from
away
Mitterwald knew it was all
r
this year. "Twenty-three yards Michigan, 40-17, and No. 10
a 3-0 Mark, with the Redskin:. Green Bay at Detroit
Roseboro behind the plate.
over .then.
and a cloud of dust. Will Woody.UCLA - thrashed Nw thweatern,-Why not? Roseboro certainly --go- did - oirrl Carew, • the second atiorivil-faos Angele?„3-0
Hayes ever adopt another play 36,0.
•
AR. STANDINGS
had
more experience than Minnesota
baseman, mark heads the Coastal Divisecond
-something with a little more
United Press International
Mitterwald. Much more. He who went as high as he could sion, ahead of Atlanta and
Elsewhere, No. 12 Tennessee
flair - than the touchdown defeated Memphis State, 55-16, East
had caught against the Orioles trying to grab Motion's liner. Baltimore, Who are even at 1-2.
W. L. T. Pct plunge?
in the 1966 World Series when The ball hit the top of Carew's Cleveland, If„ Wilts and New
14th-ranked Florida beat No. 20
Saturday, fullback Jim Otis Florida State, 21-6, No. 15
3 1 0
York all are tied for the Houten.
he was still with the Dodgers, glove.
New Yock
2 2 Q.
rammed for TDs of one, three Louisiana State thumped Bayhe knew the Baltimore hitters
"This is a game of inches, Century lead with 2-1 marks
1 3 0 2.50 and one yards during the top- lor, 63-8, No. 17 Alabama edged
better and he hadn't done badly Martin said. "Robinson hits a and Minnesota, Detroit and Buffalo
0 3 1 .000 ranked Buckeyes' 41-17 victory
at. all with the Sat for the ball yesterday and it hits the Green Bay are deadlocked for Miami
Mississippi, 33-32, and No. 18
Boston
0 4 .000. over Washington, but Hayes Wyoming
the
Central
lead
2-1
with
Twins this season.
stopped
Colorado .
pole
foul
for
homjr;
a
West
showed signs of believing in State, 39-3.
Comes On Fast
Mitterwald hits one today and records.
W.
L
T.
Pct.
Rex
Washand
passing
Kern's
But Mitterwald had been a it just misses. That's what In Dallas' victory, Hill ran 53
Unbeaten
Rutgers
downed
3 0
1 1.000 ington showed signs of believing
big help too. The kid catcher makes baseball the great game yards for one touchdown, added Oakland
Cornell, 21-7, Boston College
Cincinnati
3
1
0
.750k in Ohio State. Neither requires
from
Hayward, Calif., had it is. I think all of jny players 38 more rushing yards, caught
beat Tulane, 28-24, Texas A&M
Kansas City 3 1 0 .750 a great deal of faith.
come on fast near the end, had did a great job. Boswell, Carew three plisses for 71 yards and
nipped Army, 20-13, Auburn
Denver
2
2
0
.500
Washington got burnt- for 183 walloped Kentucky, 44-3, West
more or less taken over the and Mitterwald, all of them." threw a 4-2yard pass- all in the San
Diego
2
2
0
.509
yards via passing and 319 Virginia blanked VMI, 32-0,
Billy Martin ,said that after first half, before retiring to the
Sunday's Results
rustling. end "diver sitiose' isn't Isotre Dame ontacored Michihis Twins dropped Sunday's ball bench with a minor foot bruise.
the word for the Ohio State gan State, 42-28, Syracusegame and now have only ont Morton completed 14 of 18 New York 23 Boston 14
attack. Devastating, maybe.
yards.
passes
261
for
thumped Wisconsin, 43-7, ColorKansas City 26 Denver 13
left.
The most impressive thing ado beat Indiana, 30-7 and
Three of Gabriel's touchdown Houston 28 Buffalo 14
• That's the same Billy Martin
Penn Pittsburgh downed Duke, 14-12.
second - ranked
about
Only games scheduled
who they say would do am thing tosses were to Jack SnowState, meanwhile, was its poise
-and
from
yards
35,
74
24
and
Kern, Ohio State's nifty
Sunday's
Games
to aria a ball game.
as the Nittany Lions survived junior quarterback, started the
anything
is :hore the other was to Bill Truax, San Diego at Miami, night
Most
Kansas State's second-half rally Buckeyes
from one yard away.
Boston at Buffalo, night
with
64-yard
a
accurate.
to trip the Wildcats, once the touchdown run in the first
Sunday's Games
Patriots were guarding against
Eight
doormat of the Big
New York at Cinci
period, scored on a six-yard run
both a run and a pass. But
Cenference, 17-14.
Oakland at Denver
in the third period and kept
Nemeth, ignoring his muchThird -ranked Arkansas Washington off balance with his
Houston at Kan City
publicized aching knees, rolled
whipped Texas Christian, 24-6, accurate passing.
Only games scheduled
to his left and beat a pack of
No. 4 Texas stomped Navy, 56Penn Stae, playing for the
recovering defenders with a
No. 5 Southern second straight week without
17, and
headlong dive over the goal
trounced Oregon All-America candidate Charlie
California
line.
Cincinnati Red Stockings State, 31-7
No. 6 Pittman, were
The
while
boosted by
Namath, who got into his own
season and thought he was still enjoyed a phenomenal season Oklahoma was idle.
sophomore Lyndell Mitchell's
touchdown
range
with
his
By MILTON RICHMAN
In other games involving top 58-yard touchdown gallop in the
of 56 victories and one tie in
just a pro basketball player.
passing, also connected on a 10UPI Sports Writer
year as a pro- 10 teams, Georgia defeated
first
their
1869,
in
the
run
one
getting
After
second quarter and went on to
yard touchdown pass to Pete
fessional baseball team.
South Carolina, 41-16, Purdue its 14th straight victory.
Lammons in the second quarter
NEW YORK (UPI)- The first inning on a bases-loaded,
and set up field goals of 17, 24 amazing New York Mets, wh bad hop single by Ed Kraneand 16 yards by Jim Turner. came up with a batting punc pool, they kayoed Reed in a
three-run second inning that
Nameth completed 15 of 21 when their star pitchers fail
a two-run homer by
Included
passes for 145 yards in helping send
rookie
pitcher
Gar
the Jets even their record at 2- Gentry (13-12) to the mom Toitimy Agee. They added two
more in the third and two in
2.
today in hopes of scoring
fourth and Jerry Koosman,
the
knockout
over
the Atlan
In other American Football
Braves in the "third round" of
(Continued on Page Six)
League Sunday action, Housto
the National League playoffs.
beat Buffalo, 28-14, and Kansas
Pat Jarvis, (13-11), another
City whipped Denver, 26-13. In
righthander, was named to MAJOR LEAGUE STANDINGS
Saturday night games, San
PLAYOFFS
pitch
for
the Braves b.
Diego topped Cincinnati, 21-14,
United Press international
Manager Luman Harris, who
National League
admitted his club has "one foot
(Continued on Pose Six)
Best of Five
in the grave" after losing the
W. L. Pct.
two opening games of the series
2 0 1.000
New York
In Atlanta.
0 2 .000
"My aim is to wrap this up Atlanta
Sunday's Results
as soon as possible," proNew York 11 Atlanta 6
claimed Mets' Manager Gil
Monday's Games
Hodges after the Mets slugged
All Times EDT
NEW YORK (UPI)- Probable their way to an 11-6 decision in
Atlanta at New York, 1 p.
starting lineups for today's Sunday's game at Atlanta.
Tuesday's Games
third game of the National
And, with their howling hand
at New York
League championship playoff of New York faithful on hand Atlanta
(11 Necessary)
series (regular season averages as the series switches here for
and records).
the third game
-and any more
Atlanta- Milian 2b, .268; Gon- that might be necessary after
American League
W. L. Pct.
zalez cf, .269; Aaron rf, .300; that in the best-of-five series,
Carty If, .342, Cepeda lb, .257; the
2 0 1.000
Mets
now
are solid Baltimore
0 2 .000
Boyer 3b, .250; Didier c, .256; favorites to add the overall Minnesota
Sunday's Results
Garrido ss, .220; Jarvis p, 13-11, league pennant to their Eastern
New York- Agee cf, .271; Division title and qualify for Ball 1 Mirm. 0, 11 inns.
Monday's Games
Garrett 3b, .218; Jones If, .340; the
World
Series starting
All Times EDT
Shamsky rf, .300; Boswell 2b, Saturday.
at Minn.,
Bait
.279; Kranepool lb, .238; Grote
Tear Into Reed
Tuesday's Gam**
c, .252; Harrelson ss, .248;
The Mets tore into Braves
Baltimore at Minnesota
Gentry p, 13-12.
starter Ron Reed like they
Necessary)
(U
never heard of his 18 wins this
By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer

Defensive Crew Shines In
Racer Win Over Morehead

College Football Roundup

Namath Pulls Surprise End
Sweep To Give Jets Victory

College Standings

OCT. 21

&

Sports Parad
•

incentives are
irket tends to
eight, observes
Co. The firm
it situation is
story that the
eeds volume to
but it can
easily when
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Mets Go For National League
Crown With Gary Gentry

ST. PAUL.MINNEAPOLIS
:UPI) - Probable starting lineups
for today's third game of the
American League championship
;
104 11
layoff series (regular season
49 X
152 100
101 A averages and records):
44 35
Baltimore- Buford If, .291;
51 34
4120 Blair
cf, .285; F. Robinson rf,
I/ 33
91 66
Powell lb, .304; B.
66 41 .308;
4040 Robinson 3h, .234;
Hendricks c,
74 9/
• 33 .244; Johnson 2b, .280;
Belanger
▪ 45
49 154 ss, .287; Palmer p, 16-4.
136 63
Minnesota- Tovar cf, .288;
6060 Carew Zb, .332; Killebrew 3b,
• 04
276, Oliva 4f, .309; Uhlaender
II
41 160
.273; Reese lb, .322;
33 SO If,
53 132 Cardenas ss, .280, Roseboro c,
4044
28 92 .263; Miller p, 5-5,
Ph OP
isa AS

The Extra Quarter!

Probable Starting
Lineups

Many Institutions Pay A Top Rate Of 5%

WI PAY 5 1/4% , INSURED TOO'
Move Here By October 10th

***************••••••••••
"It's For The , irds"

SEE: ALLEN ROSE OR BRUCE THOMAS

•

•
•
•

BIRD FEE ERS
Several Styles of Metal Feeders •
with 6 ft. Pole

SHIRLEY GARDEN ClitiOER
•
•
••
•
•••
••••

511 North 4th

5tre,9

•::::•••••
•
•
•
•
•40%
•

MURRAY BRANCH
Hopkinsville Federal Wags & Loan Assn.
Another Extra: With a $25 Deposit You
Receive FREE Your First 5-Piece Place
Setting of Stainless Tableware Or A Piece
Of Cutlery. With Each Additional $25 Deposit
You Receive A Certificate Entitling You To
Purchase 5-Pieces of Tableware Or A Piece
Of Cutlery For Only $2.25

• ••••••••.

•••

4.4-*• ,111, • .lor ••• 0•-••11. Ai*
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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mrs. J. B. Burkeen .

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Alexander--Hamlin

A person by
any other name...

Monday, October 6
The Coldwater United Methodist Church WSCS Is scheduled to meet at the church at
seven p.m.
•••
Miss Frances Brown will
show slides of her trip to Russia at a joint meeting of the
Annie Armstrong, Kathleen
Jones, and Lottie Moon Groups
of the First Baptist Church
WMS at the church at 7:15 p.m.
The public is invited.
•••
Tuesday, October 7
The Hazel Baptist Church
WMS will meet at the church
at 130 p.m. Mrs. Robert C. Miller, Blood River WMU director,
wiI install the new officers.
•• •
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven -p.m.

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Sometimes I suspect that in order to
check on your readership, you deliberately give a stupid
answer just to see how many protests you will receive.
Well, I strongly protest your answer to "MRS.
FUNNYNAME," who asked her husband to change their
name to something more acceptable, but he wouldn't allow it.
Instead of giving her some encouragement, you sided with
the husband saying, "He's the one who has the last word, so
why fight it?"
I have been a school teacher, so I know how a comic or
vulgar-sounding name can humiliate a child. How sad to
think that a man would handicap his children thus.
Please change your answer, Abby, and encourage her
husband to think of his children.
MRS. H. J. K. of L. A.

Miss Dianna Gail Alexander
became the bride of Charles
Mason Hamlin in a September
ceremony in the sanctuary of
Piney Fork Cumberland Presbyterian Church. The Rev. Morris Clark assisted by the Rev.
Cortes Hill, pastor of the church,
performed the double-ring
candlelight ceremony at
7:30 p.m.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Alexander,
Marion, and the groom is the
sat of Mrs. Mable Hamlin, Paducah and John Hamlin, Reno,
Nev.
The altar of the church was
decorated with arrangements of
white gladioli flanked by two
candelabra holding white
tapers. The candles were lighted
by Mickey Alexander and Eddie
Campbell, cousins of the bride.
Preceding the ceremony, piano

Arrangements Are
Made At Meet
Garden Department
Bryant, McKenzie,
Jimmy
Tenn., and Mrs. Gene Brandon,
Murray, designed flower at
rangements for members of the
Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club, Thursday
afternoon, October 2, at the
club house.
The designers, using dried
and artificial flowers, fruits, decorative butterflies, candies,
ribbons, cotton balls and fringes, created arrangements suitable for every room of the
home. Included in the fifteen
designs were a colorful Spanish
wall planter of red geraniums,
a right-angle curve of pink
snapdragons, small bread baskets of mixed varieties, and
other formal arrangements.

11111Decui
nation corsage.
Following the ceremony was
a reception in the church social
room. Miss Sandra McDonald,
Miss Debbie Manning and Miss
Emily Anderson served at the
reception.
Miss Carolyn James, sorority
sister of the bride, kept the
register for the guests.
Numerous out-of-town guests
and relatives of the bride and
groom were present.
After the reception the bride
'2hose a blue and white linen
iress with matching accessories
or the wedding,trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Hamlin will
make their home at Murray Rt.
2. Both are attending Murray
State University.

PAGE 1.1

AMOS
groun
about
needle

Mrs. Brandon, chairman ox
the Garden Department, conducted the business meeting.
She announced an invitation
for members to attend an open
house and flower show, October 12, at Trenton. Six homes
will be open in the afternoon
for the tour. Mrs. J. B. Wilson
called attention to the new
magnolia in the front lawn replacing the original one that
had died. It was voted that the
DEAR MRS. H. J. K.: Had "MR. Funnyname" asked me
regular meeting hour would be
if be should change his name because it was a source of
changed from 1:30 to two p.m.
By Karen
embarrassment to his family, I'd have encouraged HIM to do
Brisendine Studio
The Garden Department will
Calloway C
so. But "MRS. Funnyname" wrote to say that her husband
By United Press International sponsor the annual card party.
•••
selections were presented by
was "proud" of his name and refused to change it (which is,
If crisper is full, place December 4, at the club house
Explorin
Mr. and Mn. Lonnie Swanburg Hodge
Miss Cheryl Alexander, cousin vegetables in plastic bags and This is the regular meeting
ef course, his right'. 90 since he had already turned a deaf
citizenship
The Women's Society of
only before
ear to his wife's pleading, I say, "skip it." Her husband
Christian Service of the Goshen of the bride who also ac- store on refrigerator shelf. Store date A committee volunteered
to complete final arrangements
tag new fri
DOES have the last word.
United Methodist Church will companied Miss Sandra McDon- ripe tomatoes uncovered.
for the civic affair. It was alof the stat
meet at the church at seven ald, vocalist. Miss McDonald
* **
sang "More" and "The Wedding
so announced that the departciting high
p.m.
DEAR ABBY: I am in love with a divorcee and I want to
Moth repellency odors can be ment members would decorate
Prayer."
•••
4-H Older'
marry her. She says she loves me, too, but she doesn't want
eliminated
by
tumbling
clothes the down stairs of the club
Given in marriage by her
In Washing'
The First United Methodist
to get married again. Her reason: If she marries, it will end
father, the bride wore a street- on the dryer's air fluff or house for the Christmas seaAt this <
Church
Women's
Society
of
The marriage of Miss JoAnne overembroidered lace leaves
no-heat setting. A 10-minute son.
her alimony checks, which are considerable.
Christian Service will meet in length dress of white embroidspecial tr:
Grainger
Lonnie
and
Swanburg
pearls.
carried
seed
She
in
edged
tumble
should
do
the
trick.
Lam not a rich man, but I could support her well enough
Minutes.of the previous meetered lace with Juliet scallopee
and leader
Hodge,Jr. was solemized Sunday a bouquet of white carnations the Gleaner's class room for a
ing were read by Mrs. John
so that she wouldn't have to go to work.
sleeves and hemline. A white
program
by
the nation
representatives
of
*
*
*
afternoon, September 21, at 4:00 centered with a white orchid with
Livesay, secretary. Treasurer's
How can I get her to change her mirk? LOVES LOKI
the Reel Foot Rural Ministry. A organdy sash accented the gown,
a better
pin. at the Cottage Grove Church streamers of ribbon tied in love
----A--surv
ey'1*-k
manufacturer
report
was given by Mrs. 11. L
coffee will be held in,
Her short veil of silk illusion of
the socAmerican t
DEAR LOVES: You probably can't. And I think it's just of Christ.
plastic containers shows that Bowden. For her devotion Mrs.
knots.
ial hall at 9:30 am. The execu- was attached to a satin ribbon
The all-i
bride
daughter
of
Mr.
The
is
the
the typical refrigerator is such a James Weatherly read an inas well. Your Lori has a cash register where her heart
Mrs. Brenda Paschall, sister of tive board will not
headdress. She carried a
meet.
hours was
and Mrs. Everett Grainger of the bride, was matron of honor,
colossal mess that as much as 50 spirational poem of the four
belongs.
•••
stylized nosegay consisting of a
The trip, t
Cottage Grove, and Mr. Hodge is and bridesmaids included Miss
The Delta Department of the white orchid with long stream- per cent of usable space goes to seasons, titled "Hand _of God",
week of exr
the son of Mrs. Elizabeth Watson Vickie Hart, friend of the bride, Murray
Woman's Club will have ers arranged on a white Bible. waste. Even worse, good food by Robert Goodrich.
DEAR ABBY: I just read the letter from the lady who
at the Nati
of Henry and the late Mr. Hodge. and Mrs. Linda Hodge, sister-in- a dinner at
Refreshments,
spoils
by
getting
coffee,
jam
lost
or
the club house at
signed herself "FOOLISH BUT LUCKY," and I must agree,
Miss Donna Hamlin, sister of
quarters ft
Bro. Lloyd Canter, of Lynn law of the groom. They wore 6:30 p.m.
Hostesses will be the groom, was the maid of forgotten in the confusion. What. cake topped with whipped
she is both. In this case she was lucky that her neighbor Grove, Kentucky, officiated at
Monday ra
identical floor length dresses of Mesdames E. B. Howton, H. L.
homemaker exists who fails to cream, were served by hoshonor. She wore a street-length
Wipe what to do upon finding her "lost" boy unconscious in a the double ring ceremony gold crepe, empire styled
left Washir
with a Oakley, and F. E. Crawford.
find on cleaning her refrigerator tesses Mesdames R. E. Moyer,
dress of yellow whipped cream
Saturday at
belted and abandoned refrigerator.
following a program of nuptial tiny bow in front and elbow length
•••
a collection of biological Maurice Crass, Sr., L Linton
with Juliet sleeves and a
We had o
Did you know there are 3,380 chapters of the American music presented by Miss Sue puff sleeves. Their headpieces
Clanton,
R.
L.
Ward, and YanThe Kappa Department of the
jeweled neckline. She carried a surprises, as a result°
ttrern Wash
dal Wrather.
Red Cross throughout the country offering courses in first Call, organist ,and Mrs, Jean were made of gold illusion at- Murray Woman's Club will
meet nosegay of yellow daisies and When you buy an appliance read
0000 when
aid, FREE OF CHARGE? This course includes instruction on Berryman, vocalist.
tached to a bow of gold crepe. at the club house at 7:30 p.m.
headquarter
Before the ceremony Miss Call Their accessories were black and Dr. Conrad Jones will be the roses tied with yellow stream- the warranty. If there is somebow to give mouth-to-mouth resuscitation, how to stop severe
ers.
Archives, i
thing you do not understand, security also recommend using
bleeding, how to treat poisoning, open wounds, broken bones, played "Somewhere My Love", they carried bouquets of gold and speaker. Hostesses will be MesThe other attendant was Miss ask the salesman to explain.
iginal Decl
"More," and "Sweetest Story bronze baby mums.
dames Rex Thompson, John
an automatic timing device to
and even accident victims who are suffering from shock.
* * *
dente, Bill
F
•sier Told". As the candles were
Maker, Charles Homra, and Debra Alexander, only sister of
turn lights on and off at night in
Una 1101111111111 /19 may 10 hours. Mvaimassto
was a ear, •- 11ghteil
the
bride.
She
Constitutior
was
attired
she
played
"Wedding
Kenneth
Adams.
one or two rooms of your home.
has a child, works in a factory, swims in a pool, or peels a
Charles Hodge served his
tip
blinds
a
drawn
Tightly
are
identically to the honor attend•••
Kentucky
Prayer" and "Liebstraum" when brother as best man, and
potato should know how to &hie emergency first aid.
to burglars. Leave them partially
***
oath at the
the mothers were being seated. groomsmen included Ronald
Group I of the First Christ- ens
closed if you're going to be away
VOLUNTEER
Soldier dur
The "Bridal Chorus" from Paschall, brother-in-law of sthe ian Church CWF will meet at
William E. Anderson fT. Pafor a while. Authorities in
lington Cen
the
Lohengrin
home
of
by
ducah,
Mrs.
served as best man. The
Wagner was used bride and Garry Hodge, brother
DEAR VOLUNTEER: A 10-hour investment which could
Robert HopFlowers, stripes, fringe — the
aident Keni
save a human life sounds like a pretty good deal to me. I for the processional and "The of the groom. Ushers were Eddie kins, 1500 Cardinal Drive, at usher was Joe Dempsey of Pawindow
choice is yours — as
Let
Curtis
am.
ten
ducah.
Wedding
March"
from
"Midarge all my readers to call their Dearest Red Cross chapter
Malone and Jackie Malone.
shades have become high
•••
Arlington,
Summer Night's Dream" by For her daughter's wedding
The mother of the bride chose
and sign up for the course BEFORE an accident happens.
Dozens of hem styles
fashion.
Group II of the First Christ- for her daughter's wedding a
Lincoln, J el
Mendelsohn was the recessional. Mrs. Grainger wore a copen blue
from broken scallops to straight
Memorials.
Mrs. Berryman sang "Melody of knit dress with a black whimsey ian Church CWF will meet at two-piece pink nubby knit suit.
fringed edges are available. Order
CONFIDENTIAL TO "LONELY IN MEMPHIS": Don't Love" ansd
There vs
"Whither Thou and black patent accessories. the home of Mrs. Clyde Joutolo She wore accessories of blendhem
the
match
valances
to
sit around feeling sorry for yourself. If nobody calls you—call Goest".
1302 Farris Avenue, at two p.m. ing hue.
activities p
Her corsage was white car- Mrs. W. J. Gibson will
treatment. Almost all styles are
someone. Get out of the house and find someone who needs a
give the
The groom's mother, Mrs.
washable or treated with a
The vows were exchanged in a nations.
study.
lift more than you do. You won't have to look far.
Hamlin,
was
attired
in a French
•••
washable coating.
lovely setting of arch and spirals
blue knit dress. She wore matchThe Licensed Practical Nurs- ing accessories. Both mothers
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a
of candles interspersed with Mrs. Watson, the groom's
personal
es of District 17 will meet in wore white cymbidium
reply write to Abby, Box 89700, Los Angeles,
a
orchid,
Cal. Meek and greenery and a, basket of white mother, was dressed in a royal
the Conference Room at the
enclose a stamped, self-addressed
gladioli and tube roses.
blue
knit
dress
with
beige
acMrs. Cecil Alexander, grandenvelope.
Given in marriage by her cessories. She also wore a cor- Murray-Calloway County Hospi- mother of the bride, wore a
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a
Lovely Wedding."' father, the bride was radiant in sage of white carnations at her tal at 7:30 p.m. Dr. Stanley R. navy blue silk dress with accesmad el to Abby, Box 0700. Los Angeles,
Huffman will be the speaker.
her floor length gown of white shoulder.
Cal. MM.
sories of matching hue. Mrs.
•• •
bridal satin. The gown was Mrs. John Olive attended the
Leslie Woodall, grandmother of
empire styled with the bodice and guest register.
COME r
the bride, wore a pale green
Spicy
about 20 minutes, stirring twice: long pointed sleeves covered in When the couple
Wednesday,
October
"Daniel Bo
knit dress. Mrs. Adell Colson,
left for a short
Spicy puffed wheat makes a cool. Makes 9 cups.
The Arts and Crafts Club will grandmother of the groom, wore
aster, Gals
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Miss Nancy Mathis Chairman
of the 1969 Cystic Fibrosis fund
drive in Murray today extended
appreciation to everyone who helped to make the drive a success.
Miss Mathis announced that contributions to the Kentucky Chapter, National Cystic Fibrosislion
search Foundation totalled $610.71 and added: "The success of
the drive for funds to combat
cystic fibrosis in Murray means
much to the children in the Kentucky area who suffer from cystic fibrosis and related diseas-
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Sandra Stark
Tells Of
Her Project
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Sandra Stark
hirksey 4-H Club

Wake up, you-sleepy head, this
is show day and here you are
still asleep, my mother yells
at me from the kitchen. I have
I.etted my little heifers all spring, fed them and led them to
water, preparing them for this
dig day. As I get out of bed I
AMCHITKA SHAKEUP- This is the seismograph recording at
"By joining together with other wonder what place Snowstorm
Berkeley, Calif., of the underground nuclear test on Amchitka. The deep line
communities throughout the sta- will be, then Hi-Sky, my Senior
(middle) is a 6.5 Richter scale recording,
about the force of a major earthquake. The drum
te, Murray residents will be able, earlin,.. Oh, maybe I'll have
rotates counter-clockwise as the
needle records tremors. Paired vertical lines denote one
through the Kentucky Chapter, at least one first place. As eal
minute intervals on the drum.
to contribute substantially to the drive tu the show I have sneaky
Foundation's nationwide progr- thoughts, for my brother has
week, First, we attended a theaDON'T Foxe ME IN- Belfast housewives shop at an open air fruit stand in front of a
am of basic and clinical resear- his ears trained so he knows
tre-in-the round production of the
barbed wire barricade in the Catholic Coates Street area. British troops are keeping an
ch, We will be able to help supp- the sound of our car for just
play "You're A Good Man, Charort the two cystic fibrosis Clin- as We stop he says, Sis, you
uneasy peace between Catholics and Protestants in Northern Ireland.
lie Brown." We took a boat
ical-Centers in Kentucky, which run the pitchfork and comb their
ride to Mt. Vernon and toured
are located in Louisville and in tails out, you see now where my
the home of President WashLexington, and, in addition, stn. sneak], thoughts come in. I comb
operations program, strain gauington. We spent a thy on Capengthen the Chapter's ability to my senior yearlings tail better,
ge balances on wicket gates and
itol Hill, where many of the
serve cystic fibrosis children than I do my brother's so I
incidents of failure in circuit
delegates visited their congrebreakers.
through its patient service pro- might have a slim chance to beat
NEW YORK (UPI)— The
him, As we go in the show ring
ssmen. We also visited the Capgram," Miss Mathis stated.
Third day sessions open with
itol, Congress, and the Supreme action of the stock market for
a presentation by Dr. Waino
Miss Mathis explained that cy- I begin to get butterflies in my
Court Buildings. The last full the past two months— locked stic fibrosis is the most common stomach. The judge looks them
W. Soupanen, chairman and
By Karen Alexander
professor of the department of
day of the conference was de- within a trading range of 800- and serious lung diseases of chil- all over, After I have wrestled'-'.
Calloway County Teen Club
voted to citizenship study, group 840 on the Dow Jones with a dren, and said that a major objec- 'with my heifer for at least 20 Federal chiefs of America's hy- precautions and another panel management in the school of
change of direction after each tive of the campaign was to in- minutes he decides to place me dmelectric power production dealing with automation and business administration, UniExploring different aspects of meetings, and reports.
A special banquet, to which unsuccessful attempt to pierce form Murray residents about cy- second. I'm not so 11atev about open a four-day seminar at remote control. The second pa- versity of Florida. His portion
citizenship, visiting places seen
asmleth
g n m udg
fj:s
elt so
m
set
et Kentucky Dam Village State nel is composed of personnel of the deals with the principheifer
ng s
only before in pictures, and mak- Kentucky's Senators and Rep- either end— has been offering stic fibrosis.
Park Oct. 7.
from the South Atlantaic Divi- les of management. Dr. Soujup
excellent
"some
trading
opporresentatives
Pee
nudging
Camwere
Wee
Chapter
Reese,
invited,
was on
ing new friends from other parts
Featuring a program of lect- sion, North Pacific Division and anen has written two books and
In
tunities,"
according
my ribs, circle, sis, circle,
to Good- paign Chairman, estimated that
of the state, were among the ex- Friday night.
ures, panel discussions, presen- Southwest Division.
numerous articles on various
Among the guest speakers for body & Co. At the same time, there are probably three or four you guesses right again, my brociting highlights of the Kentucky
tation of technical papers and The Corps of Engineers is the aspects of management, some
company
the
investors
calls
ther.
the
on
I
pulled
conference
and
R,
Thomas
out
my
who
Kentucky
heifer
children
hundred
were
in
4-H Older Yough Conference held
group participation, the semWessel, candidate for a doctorate to "exercise patience" pending are victims of the disease, bet looked at the judge, he watched oar is designed to touch on vir- world's largest organization for of them were published in his
in Wakhington, D. C.
developments on the that only about one hundred and as
I wentheslowly around again, tually all aspects of producing the planning, design, construc- native Finnish language. He
sudideioy
At this conference I received in history; Miss Dorothy Emer- new
tion and operation of hydro- speaks six languages.
Vietnam
domestic
the
War
or
son,
ecidaed my calf was electric power through the decitizenshipdve
twenty
being
currently
treaare
leadership
conspecial training in citizenship
electric power production faciliThe remainder of the third
monetary
front.
the
best and motioned for me to vekmment of water resources. ties.
ted at the Clinical-Centers."The
and leadership. While being in sultant for National 4-H foundaCurrently, the Corps op- day is devoted to a discussion
—
disease is generally fatal if un- take first place. I almostfainted, Theme of the seminar is "New erates, or has under
the nation's capital, I gained tion; Dr. Robert A. Bauer,direcconstruc- of major maintenance problems.
treated," Reese said, and em- bat I knew I might not be so luc- Problems, New Approaches." tion, 71 hydroelectric
a better understanding of the tor of the United States Governprojects That night the participants atThe
institutional
growing
ment
next-Anne.
publicAn
Foreign Correspondents
showing
phasizerl that increased
• More than 70 supervisors and in 21 states.
American heritage.
tend a banquet and hear an
stock- holdings and "computer- awareness of the program of cattle I have learned to lose engineers have registered for Although
the Corps gene- address by A. D. Thau, chief
The all-night bus ride of 21 Center; anda Eugene P. Seifrit,
intensified" activity tend to cystic fibrosis will go a long as well as to win.
the seminar being coducted by rates the hydroelectric
hours was not the highlight of manager of the National 4-H cenpower, of the Operations Division al
"distort some of the signals" way toward-correcting thin site
Dairy foods the U. S. Army-, Corps of En- other agencies distribute
The trip, but it started a new ter,
the Nashville District.
which in other years were clue uation.
demonstration. From this I lea- gineers' Nashville District.
from the projects to the °mweek of experiences, We arrived
The final day oa the semito changes from bear to bull
rned
Topics
to
scheduled
be
organized
with
my
Reese,
for
entire
considspeaking
for
the
anners.
nar concludes at lunch after
at the National 4-H Center head- YOUTHS STOW AWAY
markets,
Wright Investors' Chapter, said "We, in turn, wish work and how to talk in front eration on the comprehensive During the fiscal year of 1989 dealing
with aspects of elecquarters for the conference on
Service says. This observatior to express our gratitude to Miss of people better. I received a program include the automa- the Nashville District, Corps of trical testing
Monday morning, April 7 and
and selected techLONDON (UPI)—Two New aside,
the firm says it is Mathis and her fellow members red ribbon at the Kentucky Sta- tion and remote control of pow- Engineers, generated 1,689,686, nical presentations.
left Washington on the following York City teen-agers with $2
confident such a change is of the Future Homemakers of te Fair, maybe next year I'll er producing units, labor rela- 158 kilowatt hours of electric- MIA
Saturday afternoon.
between them swiped airline "now in the making" and that
tions, heat exchanger problems, ity as one of the benefits from
America for their help in plann- do better.
We had our first look at down- boarding passes Wednesday,
safety measures, maintenance multiple-purpose projects. The
"a fully invested position in ing and carrying out this succtown Washington Monday after- and rode a jetliner from John
procedures
and
techniques, projects also function to prohigh-grade equities may be essful campaign in Murray . It
noon when we toured the FBI F. Kennedy International Airmanagement, testing, training, vide flood control, navigation,
NEW YORK (UPI)—The first
taken within about three to six is the devoted volunteers such as
headquarters and the National port to London for a thy of
and technical presentations.
PRAISES OAS
conservation of natural resour- of the new "GE Monogram
weeks."
Miss
assistance,
Mathis
whose
Archives, where we saw the or- sightseeing before telling their
Major General Willard Ro- ces, water supply, irrigation and Series" specials on NBC will
year after year, has made possiginal Declaration of Indepen- story to the London Daily
The market is now in "a ible longer and healthier lives WASHINGTON (UPI) — The per, division engineer for the recreation as part of the de- be "The Wolf Men," airing at
dence, Bill of Rights, and the Telegraph.
Or g,anization of American Ohio River Division, Corps of velopment of WatOr ,re•couirces.. 7aati
an anan-laioe. akt. Ilia item
defer&ive stance," and the
Constitution.
The newspaper said the boys prolonged hesitation just below for all CiP childreri: And in them'States (OAS) drew praise from Engineers, opens the program
Highlighting second day ac- in the nature documentary series
when
that
hope
Me
lies
day
for
the
which includes a panel review tivities of the seminar are two deals with the wolves in Alaska
Kentucky 4-H'ers placed a wr- were sent to the U. S. Embassy previous recovery highs "is a
threat of cystic fibrosis will be President Nixon for its recent of using computers for mainteneath at the tomb of the Unknown but a spokesman there said he sign of sluggishness,"
sessions with Dr. Sherman F. and the northern.slains states
success in ending the two-week
Paine, eliminated."
Soldier during our visit at Ar- knew nothing about the in- Webber, Jackson & Curtis says.
war between Honduras and El ance control systems by repre- Dallas, director and professor and efforts of eirnservationists
senatives
lington Cemetery. We saw Pre- cident.
Salvador, The President said Division, from the Ohio River of the school of industrial man- to save them from .extinction.
It
notes "some technical
North Pacific Division agement at Georgia Institute of
Leonard Fecher, 15, and deterioration" in several
sident Kennedy's grave and the
major significant downturn "can be the peace mission "left the and Missouri River
Division.
Techne,logy. His presentations
Curtis Lee Mansion while at James Gleason, 14, both of the indexes
system stronger and should
which "cannot yet be projected yet."
Also planned for the open- are in the field of labor relaArlington. Later we visited the Borough of Queens, said they considered significant." The
serve as a precedent elsewhere ing
— -day are sessions dealing tions and mediation. Other
Lincoln, Jefferson, and Iwo Jima got by Immigration and Cus- analyst adds that
More males than females are
while pros"It is quite apparent that the in the world." In a letter made with computer control of pow- subjects that day include traintoms at London by telling pects of another broad
Memorials.
killed in home accidents
public
Wednesday,
Nixon
rally market is on the defensive,"
told er plants, discussion of safety ing aspects in the
powerhouse
There were many interesting officers they were visiting the over the shorter
term have EY. Hutton & Co. says. It adds President Gabo Plaza of the
activities planned throughout the airport,
been "reduced sharply," no that the bulls "have their work OAS a failure to reach a
cut out for them" although the settlement would have been a
bears have not applied too serious setback.
much selling pressure. The
investment firm observes that ASKS LEGISLATION
"while one cannot be too sanguine" in the fac4 of the current WASHINGTON UPI) — Treadecline, the market's action sury Department officials are
for
legislation
to
"does not warrant an overly pushing
authorize the minting of coins
pessimistic posture either."
By MEL HEIMER
stamped with the likeness of
COME mid-October and on the TV series
former President Dwight D.
"Daniel Boone" you will see a new regular charIhe student can avoid wast- Eisenhower, Paul W. Eggers,
acter, Gabe Cooper—a runaway slave who is
ing time by making a schedule of general counsel of the Treasury
Dan'I's friend, lives with Indians and has become
classes, recreation, and study Department, appeared before
chief, and is totally, majestically, self-assured
periods. Make sure all assign- the House Banking and Currenand confident.
ments are clearly understood, cy Committee Wednesday urgThese days the part suits Roosevelt ''Rosey"
and don't wait until the last aig approval for this and other
Grier to perfection and he plays the whey out
minute to begin.
it—but
back,
of
measures.
years
when he was a Georgia
boy just come to New York, there was little
of that self-assuredness to Rosey. "I didn't
have that much education," he recalls, and
"these New York kids were very hip and more
advanced and made fun of the way I talked—
so I just shut up and didn't say much."
Even in his All-American college football
years at Penn State and later his dozen seasons
as the 300-pound bulwark of the pro Giants'
and later the Rams' Tearsome Foursome" defensive line. Rosey wasn't exactly cockiness
personified. But when he gave up the gridiron
at last for show business, he made up his mind
that he was going to gain confidence and be at
home in front of an audience, and he did.
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National Hydro Seminar
Planned At Kentucky Dam
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Rosey's Confidence Came the Hard Way
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OF GIVING UP football, incidentally, he likes
to joke that "this particular Sunday I found a
300-pound tackle sitting on me and I said 'Git
off me, boy, and get your cleats out of my
mouth; I'm giving up this game'"—but the truth is, he broke an Achilles tendon in an ankle and
cided it was time to call a halt to the weekmayhem:
ow'd he get his confidence? "I put myself
nto positions where I HAD to talk to people,"
sey says. "I would walk into beauty salons
d look at the ladies under the hair driers
and say 'Ladies, I want, a word with you.' Then
I would tell them I was with a medical foundation and we wanted them to will their bodies
to us when they die" He grins. "I got some
great reactions, I tell you '
OR HE would walk into a hii,:ine.s office or
bank, demand to speak to the president and
then get into a conversation with the exec about
how to become successful "Now," Rosey say*.
after all that talking, I can walk up to a
• rowd of a hundred thousand and say with.iit
hit of fright Iii hundred thousand people''"
Always a good singer and guitarist, he had
his own TV show in Los Angeles when traded
to the Rams in 1963. He still has it and it gave
him entry into professional show his, There
were bit roles in TV vehicles, then bigger parts,
.4 good chore in the TV film "Joaquin Murietta." a small but gaudy role in "In Cold
Blood" and, finally, Cabe cooper in "Boone"
.Rosey is serious ae-eut hi, acting and wants
•
Distributed by Kiva

HOME AILING?
As Gabe Cooper, ex-slave who becomes
an Indian chief, lousy Grier lpnds his
majestic bulk to the "Daniel loon." series. You can see why tackles and
guards blanched a bit at the sight of him.
to be "one of the best," he says, with maybe
a distant plunge into directing and producing.
"I like to be around actors and show people
and businessmen and just about -everyone," he
smiles. "In fact, I dig pcople."
On his TV show in L.A., a variety program,
he has singers, dancers, comics—and "worthwhile groups for all people," like Green Power
Foundation bigwigs or champions of the Mexican-Americans and American Indians. But,
he adds, he has no political aims .himself.
•

•

•

ON ONLY ONE subjeat does he shut down. He
won't talk about the tragic night in California
when he and Rater Johnson captured a little
man namcd Sirhan who just had shot and killed
Robert F. Kennedy. The night will stay with
hiuo all his life.
.
Frathres Syndicate

Get it ready for winter with a
modernization loan. Talk to us.

Peoples Bank
Mrs.Richard M.Nixon,honorary chairman of Muscular Dystrophy
Associations of America, gives a warm reception to MDAA's ambassador-at-large, national poster child Holly Schmidt. The little
girl. from Saginaw, Michigan—who' elfin charm capti‘aled the
First Lady, as it does everybody a ho meets her—represents the
tens of thousands of children doome d, like her, to increasing di,ability by the progreepively crippling disorders of the neuromuscular system. MDAA is seeking the medical solution for these'
disorders through its worldwide research program, financed by
contributions to the March Against Muscular Dystrophy.
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Drivers' Licenses
Reported Revoked

(Continued From Sports Page)
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TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Tutoring Program
Meeting Planned

(Continued From Page One)

Murray State

Walker A. Ooley
Works Featured

Igo% gRun

Channel a
Channel 5
Channel 4
Two persons have had their meetings. Hostesses were Mn,
MONDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
All persons interested in helpThe Murray Art Guild will
drivers' licenses suspended or Bryan Tolley, Mrs. Celia Crawing in the tutoring program for tea,ners have been evaluated feature the works of Walker A
x-6:u p.w. Ch. 4 Dogs, everyone ease's best friend, get
revoked, according to Arthur ford, and Mrs. Edna McRey- children at the Murray City
an the letter-grade basis
Ooley of Hardin Route One dur- cartoonist Jinn Monroe into trouble with his wife, daughter,
E. Beard, executive director of nolds.
Schools are urged to attend the
13, C, I), and F - with em- ing this week.
editor, and the police!
the Traffic Safety Coordinating
The luncheon table was de- meeting on Tuesday, October 7, psassi on recommendations
witu. I Sp°,ts NeWS, Wihr, spts.
:so News Wthr.; Sots
Ooley is 76 years of age and
Committee, Frankfort.
The MUSK Scene
My World, Welcome Gunsmoke
6
corated with a large pumpkin at 3:30 pm. in the library of from the supervising teachers.
had never tried to paint until
MUSIC SCierK•
They are Michael Wayne Can- filled with flowers. Other de111 ,wan sodMartin's Gunsincese
the Austin Elementary School.
The (New People)
"pass-fail system" is be- he was 73. He says he has no
The
Lucy
Here's
•36 Lough-in
•
ley, 735 Vine Street, Murray, corations were in the Halloween
CHARLFor information persons may ing used at more than 300 of illusions of
suspense!
ever having t h e r-6 p.m. Ch. 4 World War II actioa suid
and Charles Edmond Dozier, motif. Bingo was played in the call the Austin School 753-6125
1,400 teacheotraining inetlitu- fame or ability of Grandma TON HEATON is a famous conductor whose fate is in the
Jan Stenerud booted four 1907 West Main, Murray, ac- afternoon
during day or Mrs. Robert Ma- tions in the United States to- Moses,
but believes that she tiaptin gtfiLmusic loving German senora'.
field goals and Jim Kearney cording to the list from the
Members and guests present bry 753-7405 in the evenings.
day
never had any more joy of acstate
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e
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"C a terpoint"
returned an intercepted pass 60
were Mr. and Mrs. Henry ErDr. Don Jones, chairman of complishment than he has.
The arol Burnett ShowLove, American
Movie
yards for a touchdown as the
win, Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Toldepartment
of educational
the
This Carol Burnett ShowStyl•
9 '.°30 se
The featured artist said he
ley, Mr. and Mrs Carl Barn.
Chiefs won for the third time in
senices at the University, be- believes that many of the
I
eldks4Livr::."."" Sports
son, Mesdames Gladys Hale,
four outings. Third-string quarlieve/I the new system will re- erly who find
life dull, because
Katie Overcast, Laura Russell,
terback Mike Livingston, startMo e
lv dealShay "Ce
sult in marked improvement in of lack of anything
'
ry grriginr% ShOW
A*Arr
Tonight
1 1 :37 the TTontriVihtw
(Continued From Page One)
to do,
Lela Shackelford, Goldia Curd,
The
ing in place of the injured Len
the school's student teaching would get much enjoyment if
12
Martha Golden, Edna McRey- at an awards banquet to be held program because of greater emDawson and Jacky Lee, turned (Continued From Page One)
The Joey Bishop sitow
they would take up painting as
In a fine game for the Chief: fit to one another and to help nolds, Jewel Parks, Byrd Ezell, In late January.
phasis on the student's involve- a bobby.
Rules
Contest
with 14 completions in 27 the community understand the Virgie Clark, Norman Klapp,
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TUESDAY
ment in classroom activities
Any boy or girl enrolled in
attempts for 214 yards.
''We expect them to become
many benefits of preschool edu- Olene Barrow, Carrie Cole, Ce%%eta
way to get up and go! PETE SAYERS,
x-6 a.m., Ch. 4
a grade or high school in KenFullback Brad Hubbert ran cation.
lia Crawford, Rubie Harrell, tucky may enter this contest. more concerned with how to
ED BRUCE, and BILL WILLIAMS are here with tops in
for three touchdowns, the last
do things and how to do them
Mr. Schultz pointed out that Lula Dunn, Birdie Parker, LuCoantray-Western stars!
The essay must not exceed better than whether or not
breeking a fourth quarter tie, 138 of the 200 children enroll- cille Townsend, Novella Butterthey
words. The number of
1,000
Country Journal
5 :34) Korsnip
get an A or B," he said.
as the Chargers knocked the ed in the first grade of the worth, Olive Hagan, Hildred
words must be shown on the
6 :t Morula
Aftrz
.
sisjx, Country
Junction
Dr. Jones cited an Indian (Continued From Page One)
Bengals out of first place in the Marray Elementary Schools had Sharpe, Jessie Houston Roane,
McHale's Navy
Country Junction
first or cover sheet of the esCountry JunCtien
Bozo Show
:
,Wthr
-I 1 Tads
W ester n Division Saturday preschool training. The group Miss Erin Montgomery, Vern- say. Eesays will be disqualified University survey which re
Country
eozo Show
Junciion
sealed that at several teacher light except for two Communist
night. Hubbert's one-yard run discussed possibilities which on Roberts, C. D. Scruggs, and if this rule is not followed.
dam Show
Captain Keneetror
Leta:: Weather.
8
:
7
3
Bozo Slime
Captain Konfoiro,
training institutions at whic ground attacks Sunday which
at 9:55 of the final period would provide for more chil- 0. W. Harrison.
Also on the cover sheet of
a
110
If
Lucy
Show
Takei Two
The Mike Douglas Show
proved decisive and came after dren to have the same opport7 :30 Concentration
The next regular meeting will the essay must be the following letter marks were given, ap- killed a total of six Americans
The Mike Douglas Show He Said—She Said
proximately
65
per
cent
of
tb
Barbara Moore Show
he had scampered 24 yards on unity.
I A :00 Sale of the Century Andy of Marterry
be held at the Community Cen- information; Essay
and wounded 19, with no guerwriter's
Barbara Moore Show
I s• :30 H011ywood Squares Love of Life
the previous olay.
Interest was expressed in ter on Friday, November 7. A name (indicate Mies or Mr.), student teachers received an rilla losses reported.
g
:00 Jeooardy
Where the Heart Is
That Girl
1 • :30 Name Droppers Search ter tomorrow Bewitched
having summer kindergartens potluck luncheon will be servname of es- A. 33 per cent received a B Behind one nerrtar barrage,
Rookie Karl Kremser kicked It was suggested that a need ed at noon with the hostesses home address, the
and
only
atriut
2
per
cent
re
TUESDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
North Vietnamese troops chargwriter's school, school's a&
say
a 39-yard field goal with 5:41 exists for individuals, clubs, and being Mrs. Birdie Parker, Mrs.
ed into a U.S. 4th Infantry DivDream House
I 2:00 The Noon Show
News: Singing Cons
dress, and the county in which ceived C's or D's
Let's Make • Deal
remaining to give the Dolphins other organizations to sponsor Lela Shackelford, and Mrs.
:36 1 he .‘oon Show
As the World Turn,
Seldom was an F grade re- ision camp in the highlands
writer lives. This cover sheet
Newlywed Garr •
Our
Many
The
Splendoreeof
g
Live,
:00
T
hine
Days
their tie with Oakland. Daryle children whose parents are not Martha Golden
The Guiding L ight
The Define Geme
I
:30 Tne Doctors
must be a separate sheet of corded as a student whose per- and killed two Americans while
Lamonica threw two scoring able to send them to nursery
formance
as
a
student
teache
Hogeoltat
General
Secret
Storm
World
Another
•
.00
wounding six with hand grepaper and be attached securely
The Edge el Night
One Lite To Live
:36 Bright Promises
passes for the Raiders, who school or kindergarten.
is poor generally is withdrawn nades and satchel explosives.
to the essay.
Dark Shadows
:OS Match Game: NewsGorner Pyle. USMC
remained unbeaten in four
Flipper
:30 To Tell the Truth Gilligan's island
The aext meeting of MACEUS
The essay must be written from the classroom in order to On the northern coast, troops
Movie:
The Beverly Hillbillies
protect
the
:00 Beat the Clock
pupils,
he
games and took over first place will be held at Robertson School
said.
America.'
Army's
Divithe
of
in ink or typewritten on one
4 :30 14th Avenue South "Godtilla"
I Love Lucy
The "pass-fail system" has sion turned back a similar atin the Western Division. Kicker on Thursday, October 30, at
side of the paper ocdy.
00 leth Avenue South Mov,e
ABC Evening New,
EV111119
S
J
News
:30
CBS
Huntley-Brinkley
been
used
Dick Van Dyke Show
at
Indiana
UniverGeorge
Blanda of Oakland 710 p.m. This will be a "SharThe following certification
tack with the help of U. S.
(Continued
I
From
Page
ety
for
more than 18 years. warplanes but lost four killed
One)
TUESDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
established a league record by ing of ideas" meeting and all
statement must be signed by
The grading of student tea- and 13 wounded. No Communscoring in his 46th consecutive interested persons are welcome foundation planting is around one of the writer's parents or
x-6:30 p.m., Ch. 4 It's DEBBIE again- making wedding plans
to attend.
game.
the entire house. White rock the writer's teacher or prin- chers, he emphasized, is differ- ist bodies were found in either
Thee she discovers that after 11 years, she and her husband
ent
from
the
grading
of
stuOthers present for the meet- and cotton seed mulch is used cipal and attached securely to
place.
may not be legally married
ing were Mrs. Eula Mae Doher- in all the beds and area group- the assay: "I hereby certify that d-nts in an academic class
Those clashes were reported
g
43 News, Wthr. Sots
News: Wthr ; Snorts News; Wthr: SOS
Mod Saved
V
:30 I Dream of Jeannie Lancer
ty, supervisor for city schools, ings of holly, azaleas, barberry, this essay is the original work where each is exposed to ap- in communiques that listed five
proximately the same learn. smaller skirmishes along the
x-7:30 p.m., Ch. 4 PAUL NEWMAN is guide as NBC News
Mrs. Carole Crouch, Head Start, golden privet, pyraeantha, ivy, of (writer's noose)."
explores the condition of the U. S. as it is today, and what
Mrs. Lucy Featherstone, Sun- and spreaders. Plants blooming
Essay writers may gather in- log process as all the others.
Cambodian border northwest of
"In the classroom," he said Saigon. Forty-nine Viet Con
shine Nursery, Mrs. Barbara now are nasturtiums, geran- formation from any source. A
we may expect in the coming decade,
special background piece on the -sne person has the responsib- and north Vietnamese were
(Continued From Sports Pass) Wilkey, Kiddie Kollege Nut- iums, and rams.
F),«-nl'Herriaolijkis Tihrigeif. 5re1forVSIC6W- -SAMOIVr."-SL•
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sery, Mrs. Laverne Russell, St
The southeast section was contest subject has been pre- ility of evaluating the perform killed against one America
The Red Skelton Show "Kitten With a Willa"
a :00 Seventies
the snappy southpaw who won Leo's Cooperative Preschool, won by Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Dunn, pared and distributed to the ance of each student as he oi dead, headquarters
Movie
:31
From Here to Its, CBS Playhouse
said.
Marcus Welby. M.D.
17, had an 43-0 lead.
Playhouse
Seventies
:OD
CBS
,he
a
compares with the over-all
Mrs. Betty Gore, Sigma Kinder- Jr., 706 Earl Court. The yard schools and county conservation
U.S. B52 bombers followed u
Welty, M.D.
Marcus
7 :30 From Here to the.C8S Playhouse
Amazingly he couldn't last garten, Mrs. Mary Ryan, Mrs. is neat, trimmed well, and pret- offices. Essay writers may also class
with seven raids along the Cameithr' Seals
even with that. The Braves Glenda Boone, Mrs. Sue Spann, ty all around. A wooden fence find useful information in the
10 Irr Wart :Shr TralliervWtrri;finSeasaw
"The situation is different bodian frontier and another in
Till
nicked him for one run in the and Mrs. Edwina Simmons.
with
the
student
teacher,"
he
school
or town library or from
Ley."
encloses the back yard. Bloomth::
h
Trrt
r,,
n.h,gsrgrv
the Central Highlands north.
l
e
11
fourth and then flattened him
The Joey Bishop. Show
ing flowers are found in the soil conservation service tech- went on. "since their perform- west of Pleiku. They dropped
Bishop Show
The
Joey
with five in the fifth, including
front and all plants are healthy nicians, vocational agriculture ances and effectiveness is eval- at least 300 tons of bombs onThe Joey Bishop UMW
a three-run homer by Hank
teachers, county agents or by uated by many different people to their targets.
specimens.
Aaron.
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Dunn, interviewing local farmers and - people differing in age, sex,
x-Paid advertisement
knowledge, experience, and, in
That five-run
burst had
1015 Sharpe Street, were the civic leaders.
Previous winners of state a- many :rises, in the number of
narrowed the gap to 9-6, but a
winners in the northeast sectNow you know
Bookish
two-run homer by Cleon Jones
ion. Their light brick house is wards may not enter the con- student teachers a supervising
HONG KONG (UPI) - "It
teacher
has
had
in
test.
the
past."
However,
previous
in the seventh wrapped it up.
surrounded by well chosen and
winners
MADRID (UPI)
The
must be kept in mind that the
Most supervising teachers, he
Tries To Steal Home
placed plants including holly, of district awards are eligible
Spanish National Library here
sacred
cow
in
India
is
actually
said, welcome the "pass-fail
That was one of the wierdest
ivy, ageratum, and nandina. to compete.
has 2,600,000 volsintes. It is
NEW YORK (UPI)-Stocks
far more often a bullock"- from
Emmy; must be written and system," under which the stu[Awns at the «menu. Jonas CAIlle
Roses, an azalea, and geranthe larrst depository of hooks
The regular ladies day of
op]*time tocki.Ven moder- iums are
now blooming in well Ihe schobi's winning essay cho- dent receives semester-hour golf will be held at the Callo- India News, published by the in Sparush in the world.
to bat with Agee on third-and
ate turnover.
spaced areas. A utility house in sen and delivered by your scho- credit instead of 'Tetter-grade way County Country Club on Information Service of India.
suddenly swift Tommy set sail
Shortly after the opening, the the back has a window box with ol prinicpai to the office of and points for passing their
in an attempt to steal home.
••••••••
UPI marketwide indicator was red geraniums in full bloom your local school superintendent nine-week student teaching as- Wednesday, October 8.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
He had it made- but Jones
Tee off time will be nine a.m.
off 0.02 per cent on 488 issues and also around a bird bath. (No Later Than) midnight, De- signments.
fouled away the pitch, and Agee
with
the
be
pairings
made
to
crossing the tape. There were A beautiful magnolia tree is in cember 1, 1969.
He cited a survey of more
had to go back to third.
at the tee. Mrs L. D. Miller is
179 declines, and 171 advances. the front of the house. The
For further information per- than 200 school superintendents
Aaron, the Braves' captain
he golf hostess
Chemicels were mixed. Steels yard is always kept well.
sons may contact the school in Kentucky which was part of
who has homered in both losing
Bridge will be played startwere slightly lower, while oils
The yard of Mr. and Mrs. prinicpal or the Soil Conserva- a two-year study of the practic- ing at 9:30 a.m. with Mrs. Hengames, is a guy who never
tion
District
followed an irregular pattern,
ability
of
Office,
the
in
program
the
before
Edward
L Hendon, 815 North
ry Holton as the hostess.
minces words or puts on a
In the chemicals, Allied 19th Street, was chosen in the Swann Building in Murray, its adoption at Murray State
The ladies day luncheon will
show. Hammerin' Hank ob"In employing teachers, this be served
Chemical dipped le to
northwest part of the city. The phone 753-6400.
M noon with Mesviously isn't giving up beforeis the order of importance they dames T. C Doran, Tom E.
Eastman Kodak ckwen
25%,with '8 colonial style red brick house
hand but, when asked if the
put on the applicant's quell& Brown, Bill
to 721/2, and Dow down % to with white columns and a
Doss, Z. C. Enix,
Braves still can beat the Mets,
cation," he said
681/4. Du Pont gained 1/2 to porch is surrounded by a founWilliam Graham, Erie Hill, Edhe
summoned
a
typically
1/4
dation planting of holly, dwarf Flimsy publication
1161/2, and Union Carbide
gar Howe, Howard Koenen,
aimnle answer:
"The personal interview, the
spreakers, dwarf barberry, and
to 41,8.
"We haven't yet.''
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) - evaluation, the supervising tea- Dan McKinney, L. K. Pinkley,
U.S. Steel was unchanged at golden privet. The patio in the California's
first newspaper was cher's
recommendation, the Maurice Ryan, Lee Tinsley, and
36%, but Bethlehem lost /
1
4 rear of the house has roses and printed on cigarette
and the letter- Miss Madelyn Lamb as the hosgrade
wrapping
paaver-all
other shrubbery around i
to 281/s.
per, according to the California grade given for completion of tesses.
Occidental gave up 3/3 to 355/s Blooming red geraniums are in Informational
Almanac.
the student teaching."
among the oils, while Mobil fell pots on both sides of the frost
The newspaper, appropriately
Other pre-adoption studies
(Continued From Pane Ons)
/
1
4 to 56 and Standard of step. A hemlock is in the cen named "The
Californian," was made at Murray of the new
ter
of
a
corner
planting.
It
California
'I/8 to 551/8. On the
$2 bill and the blanket dollar
first printed in 1846 on a single system included:
as well as bills that were used other hand, Natomas jumped a beautiful over all picture.
sheet. It was written in English
An opinion of student teachPlacques,
"Yard
of
t
h
in place of today's coins such 1/
1
2 to 94%, with Atlantic
resulting in more than 70
and
ers,
Spanish
and
priced
at
12
1/2
as the 15e bill and 50 cent bill. Richfield up le to 100%, and Month", made ant furnish cents
per cent favoring the "pass-fail
per copy.
Mrs. Greenville Gallemore of
by
Starks
Hardware
are
place
One of Use highlights of Reading & Bates 5/8 higher to
system,"
Kirkeey Route One was clainsed
at vantage points in each y
Boyd's talk was to have the Mar 37. Standard of Ohio rose
to
each month.
A survey of students enroll- by death on Friday at seven
dents view and estimate how 974.
0**
This is the last judging se
in education classes, an im- p. m. at her home. She was 114
ed
many pennies would equal one
In the electronics, National
years of age.
Floyd Patterson was the first pressive majority of whom favpound. Jame. Cochran received Cash Register rose 5/8 to 142%, ion for the year 1969, a spoke
Survivors are one deughtets
man
for
the
Garden
Departmen
adoption,
and
its
heavyweight boxer to regain the ored
the 147 peninies because his with RCA up /
1
4 to 42% IBM
said. Judging will be resum title.
other teacher-train- Mrs. Ila Hurt of Kiriusey Routs
Visits
to
guess was thil closest.
dropped 11
/
4 to 343Ie , and Litton in
One; one son, Uel Harrell of
the spring.
ing institutions using the plan.
The class members and their
to 451/8.
"In virtually every instance, Kirksey Route One; six grandteacher, Mrs. A. B. Crass, exPenn Central gained
to 34
we found nothing other than children; fifteen greet grandpremed their appreciation to
in the rails.
favorable reactions," Dr. Jones children; six great great grandboth of these interesting speak
children.
said.
Funerel services were bald
More than 800 Murray State
(Continued From Page One)
students are expected to com- Sunday at two p. m. at the
Not so sweet discovery
Big fish
plete their student teaching as- chapel of the Linn Funeral
that when they play you can
signments during the present Home, Benton with Rev. WilVERONA, Italy (UPI) - dance anything you want to.
CLINTON, Ky. (UPI) - The
schce21 year in elementary and lie Johnson officiating. Burial
largest small mouth bass caught Thieves broke into a Verona
schools in Kentucky was In the Mt. Zion Cemetery.
secondary
by rod and reel was landed at business firm, took the safe and We asked if they played anyLouisville
to the westernfrom
Dale Hollow Lake near here by drove to a secluded place in the thing like Lawrence Welk or
of
the
state.
tip
most
Stauicup
Jack
and
he
says
if
countryside
with
it. They
David L. Hayes on July 9, 1958
NEW CONCORD PT CLUB
The bees weighed II pounds, lilasted it open and found - a they did the kids would murOf these, 350 will complete
der them.
box of chocolates.
15 ounces.
their assignments during the
The New Concord Parent and
fall semester, while 430 are Teacher Club will meet TuesWe soon found out there is no
scheduled to do theirs during
day, October 7, at seven p.m.
greater gap among the young
the spring. The first nine-week The president urges all teachfolks and the "White Cliffs of
period ends November 14.
ers and parents to attend.
Bayer" crowd, than in the field
"An A in student teaching at
of music.
Murray State must no longer be
automatic,"
considered
Dr.
NOW YOU KNOW
The Soul Syndicate will appear
Jones said. "It's the greater inat Music Festival USA Friday,
volvement in the classroom ac- by United Press
laternattessel
Saturday and Sunday at Raintivity which now becomes so
Kasimiert Pulaski 1747-1779,
tuck Territory The festival
significant."
a general and chief of the cavgoes on from 9:00 am. until
alry under George Washington
6:00 p.m.
Candidate for State Representative,
during the American Revolution began his military career
(Continued From Paps Ono)
5th District
as a guerrilla fighter during the
U.S.-U.S4.1. TALKS NO HELP
firrn will conduct an automobile Polish anti-Russian insurrection
Bargain in false teeth
Israeli Prime Minister
business.
of 1768.
COPENHAGEN ( I PI) - Golda'Meir tells newsmen in
Leasure Cruise, Inc., of 309
Swedish visitors have found a Beverly Hills, Calif., that
North Fourth Street is incorpOn Tuesday. November the 4th, you the voters will
new shopping attraction in the one of her chief disagreeorated with 1,000 shares, no From all over
go to the polls to vote on a proposed amendment to the
Danish border towns of Grenaa, ments with President Nixon
par, by Mike
Farmer and
state constitution providing for an annual session of the
Elsinore and Frederikshavn -- is that talks between the
JEFFERSON
CITY, Mo.
Charles Osborne. The firm will
legislature.
United States and the Sofalse teeth.
agg in real and personal pro- (UPI) - Of the 33 men who
Legislators are now paid approximately 89,450 for
Buyers claim the price -- 9100 viet Union on the Middle
poesy, food, wares and merchan- have held the office of State
the biennium. The annual session would probably mean
for teeth and fitting -- is right East would be of any use.
Treasurer in Missouri, 14 were
diseTwee Mikis tut of Illerrey
doubling this amount to the sum of 818.900. This would
and the work is better than in The 71 -year-old former MilUniversity Heights Mobile not native Missourians. Two
Sweden. Other popular shop- waukee schoolteacher conplace a greater burden on the tax payers of Kentucky.
Honie Parks, Inc of Hermitage came from Germany, five were
WI Niglattay Is
ping items on ii. border are tends the only way to
Place, Route One is incorporat- born in Virginia, two came from
I cannot support this amendment as it would mean adsettle
ed
banish
with
900
dairy
Arab
shares, no Par. Kentucky and one each from
products, modern
-Israel differences is
ditional taxes. Can you' Go to the polls on November
ar 153-3734
(ford L. Eubanks and others Indiana, South Carolina, Pennfurniture
and
pornographic through direct negotiations
the 4th and vote your convictions on this issue.
incorporators to conduct a ylvania, Marylari pnd Vermont.
magazines.
between the two sides
homes park business.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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and Oakland and Miami played
to a 2040 tie,
The Oilers, who won their
third game in tour starts, held
Bufesio's 0. J. Simpson to just
27 yards in 13 carries in
handing the Bills their third
loss against one victory.
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REDUCED TO SELL, two-bedroom frame, beautifully decorated. Carpeted, built-ins.
Price reduced on two-bedroom
brick on Nixth 17th. Real sharp.
ALSO REDUCED. Four bedroom on Johnson. Two baths,
central heat and air. Beautiful home.
PROFESSIONALLY decorated
three-bedroom tri-level or Poplar. Central beat. 11.4its of star4e.

Pecs,It I

MARLis in the
Ins
"or,
an
Saertil

ishoo Show
Moo Show

LOVELY LARGE brick home on
two acres. Two miles from Murray. Priced right.
DUPLEX on Dodson, three bedrooms on each side.
THREE BEAUTIFUL three-bedroom homes in Kingswood. All
have central hest and air. Two
baths.
NEAR UNIVERSITY, duplex.
Three bedrooms and family
room on one side. Two bedrooms on other.

SAYERS,
WIP6 W

avy

Sha Said
• ShOw
• Show

HELP WANTED

POE RANT

HELP WANTED

LOCAL MANAGER NEEDED
for the

512 West Main Street
Weekly salary, profit sharing plan, hospitalization
and other fringe benefits.

STORE

October 9-10 from 8:30 a.m. till 5:00 p.m.
o7c

Halley's Comet
covered in 240 B.C.
***

was dis-

The five permanent members
Of the 10,126 aircraft landing of the United Nations Securit
facilities in the United States, Council are Nationalist China.
3 149 have lighted runways and France, the Soviet Union, the
TWO-BEDROOM furnished a- 3.109 have paved runways.
United Kingdom and the United
pertinent. Zimmerman apartStates.
ments, South 16th Street. Phone
753-6609.

DOLLAR GENERAL STORE
APPLY IN PERSON AT THE

TWO-BEDROOM mobile home.
Couple or boys. Apply in parson only. See Brandon Dill at
Dill Trailer Court after 4:00
p. m. Located at Murray Drivein entrance.
TFC

•
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
Food and Drug Administration
has asked the National Academy of Sciences to review the
safety of artificial sweeteners
widely used in diet foods. It
said the review was necessary
because of recent FDA studies
showing a breakdown in genetic
structure when the sweeteners
were tested on the embryos of
rats and chickens.

044

MODERN furnished apart's.*
one bedroom, one-half block
from campus. See at 1808 College Farm Road. Phone 7535553 or 782-2757.
0-6-NC
UPSTAIRS furnished apartment.
Phone 753-5860 or 753-3930.
0-9-C
TWO-BEDROOM furniehed apartment, carpeted, fenced in
back yard. $75.00 mont h.
0-8-P
Phone 753-6111.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
A:ROSS

Answer to Saturdays Puzzle
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4 Partner
1-Like
5 Web footed
4-Syintof for
birds
savt•
6-Unprodctive
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6-Beer mug
7-Number
11.Human beings
8-Dines
13•Pleguits
9-Exists
15-Teutonic deity
10-rondle
16-Ingredient
12-Hebrew letter
18-Saint (abbr.)
19-PrOnoun
14-Vapor
21 Riven
in Belgium 17-Simple
22 Satiate
20 Decorate
24-Harbor
23-Diphthong
26-Sill'
24-Greek letter
28-Guido's high
25-Soun0 a horn
note
39 Type of piano
57 Before
29-Lang -iage
27-Is ill
41 Strike
58 Latin
p(.ar to a
30-Protective ditch 43 Helping
cOniunction
dist,1
32-Appellation of
60 Poem
44-Note of scale
31-Lfrnt.'s pen
Athena
62
Symbol for
46-indefinite
article
name
35 Locks of hair
tantalum
33-Printer's
48 Assumed name
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rnieaSure
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'
65.Dontest icates
66.A continent
(abbr.)
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55
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Leadership
Important To
4-H Work
By James Tucker
Kirksey Community Leader
This years theme for 4-H week
Is "Opportunity for All' and 4-H
Is an opportunity for all adults
to serve youth.
Community leaders who will
help organize the community
club, project leaders who work
on special projects and give more
individual help; these people give
DR. RALPH H. WOODS
a great deal of time and work
MAN OF THE YEAR -The
to 4-H youth.
Kentucky Soil and Water ConParents must give cooperation
servation District Supervisors,
to the leaders and encouragemeeting at Kentucky Dam Vilment to their children. All those
lage, gave their award of
people, individuals
interested
"Conservation Man of the
and organizations, donate time,
Year" to Dr. Ralph H. Woods,
money and encouragement to the
president emeritus of Murray
program.
State University. Dr. Woods
Each person has something
retired as president of Murray
to give to 4-H work and each
State after 22 years, and is
person is needed.
active in many fields-includYour reward is seeing a child's
ing conservation and scouting.
pride in his accomplishments and
the joy of new experiences. The
vision of a better tomorrow thr- SECOND SON BORN
ough today's youth.
ROME (UPI}-Queen Annemarie of Greece gave birth
Wednesday to a son. An official
communique said the Danishborn queen and the stillunnamed child were "in perfect
health." The queen and King
Constantine have two other
children, Princess Alexia, 4,
and Crown Prince Paul, 2.

POE SALE
HELP WANTED
FIVE-ROOM house, 24 miles
1968 VICEROY trailer, 12' x 4if, WANTED 143 citizens in Almo south of Murray. Hot and cold
EAST Y MANOR, lovely large located at University Heights district to loin Almo PTA.
water. Oil heat Call 753-4645
three-bedroom brick. Full bus- Trailer Court Phone 753-8291
0-8-C
0-8.0 after four p. in.
0-18-C
ment with family room. Two after 10:00 a. m.
HOUSE
6th
Street.
at
203
So.
baths. Had everything.
Phone 753-3912.
0-9-C
ON BELMONT, new three-bed- NICE COPPERSKIN sweet poCANDY
room. Central heat and air. Two tatoes. Please bring your conSUPPLY
ROUTE
apartunfurnished
SIX-ROOM
baths. Modern in every respect. tainers. Cooper Jones at Jones'
ment, air conditioned, carpet04-C
Men Or Women
THREE-BEDROOM on Keene- Mill. Phone 247-5283.
ed. Call 753-8175.
0-9-C
lend. Central heat and air. Car- 1969 16' PERE Marquette, FiBe Your Own Seas & leen
FURNISHED
apartment
one
pet, Lice.
berglass, square stern canoe, $800 Or Mere A Month, DelUl 22
block from university, ideal for
FOUR-BEDROOM In Canter- used only twice. Call 753-9314
pending On Amount Of Time
married
couple
young
or
four
bury. Beautiful French Provin- after 5 p. m.
0-6-P
You Spendi
students. $85.00 plus utilities.
cial. Two bath, double garage,
Phone 753-2649.
this.
see
dining room. You must
parts of the engine, fuels used
1952 FORD pick-up. Also one We welcome your investiBy Jerry Tucker
THREE-BEDROOM modern de- year old Modern Maid automat- gation. We are a solid com- NICE 2-BEDROOM
by the engines, the different tytrailer. AlKirksey 4-H Club Member
sign on Hermitage. This one is ic dishwasher, used four mon- pany offering a totally new
pes of tools or machines these
so 160 Honda for sale. Call
a beauty.
engines are used on.
•
0-6-C concept in vending!
ths. Phone 753-1219.
753-3328.
0-10-P
Sha-Wa.
•
This was the first year for
THREE-BEDROOM on
We also learned different tyYou
need
no
experience.
We
ONE DINE'TTE suite with four
Central air, double garage.
a small engines- project in the pes-of toots, 'their aes apd how
TWO-BEDROOM furnished a„Kirksey club. Mr. Thomas Smi- to disassemble an engine.
FOUR-BEDROOM on Maitnnlia- chairs. Vinyl covers. Excellent contract all accounts and set partment. Phone 753-5489.
up your locations; you mereCentral beat and air. Two condition. Phone 753-1869.
th was our project leader, Ten
0-7-C
The project has taught me to
111.11.00.:11.
0-6-C ly restock with famous Nabaths, all built-ins and carpet.
Itibys meet at Mr. Smith's for care for and clean our lawnDOWN
St
61
tional
Brand
Produr....
WANTED 70 BUY
eel
five lessons.
ill
mower at home and I am lookMONTHS OLD German
1 Simian
4:•:.65
FOUR-BEDROOM on South Se- TEN
We studied the small gaso- ing forward to another small
YOU MUST HAVE CAR., BE WANTED: dog house for large 2-Punctuation
register
entitled
Shepherd,
to
basement
Full
Street.
venth
mark
line engines. We learned the engines project.
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc.
0-7-C
Very intelligent." Phone 753- ABLE TO SPEND 6 TO 12 dog. Call 436-5331.
with fireplace.
HOURS PER WEEK.
.
5787.
0-6-C
IN GATFSBOROUGH we have
two three-bedroom homes. Each SPINET PIANO: Wanted, re- Investment of $1690 to $3190
with two baths, central heat and sponsible party to take over low cash required, secured by inair. Lovely homes.
monthly payments on a spinet ventory and equipment.
PFANU1S
(THERE'S A NERD
UJE'RE IN TROUBLE
INE ONLY ONE IN T)*
INCOME PROPERTY on Miller. piano. Can be seen locally.
OF RABBITS
THIS
IS
A
VENDING
PLAN
SAYE
CAN
Apartment upstairs with sep- Write Credit Manager, P. 0.
WO
1.15:
WORLD
THAT SUCCEEDS! We can
READING T5 u.lAq!
arate entrance.
Box 276, Shelbyville, Indiana. prove it with actual case hisfourreduced,
DRASTICALLY
0-11-P
bedroom on College Terrace.
WARM MORNING coal stove. If you are ambitious, interCentral heat and air.
Three- Used one season.. In perfect con- ested, and want to succeed
'REDUCED TO S'FLI
bedroom, 1% baths on Sunset. dition. Will soil reasonably. in your own business, write
0-7-C to us today. Pleeee enclose
REAL CUTE three-bedroom In Phone 753-2992.
Bagwell Manor.
ONE REGISTERED Quarter your name, address, and
LOW PRICED house with beauphone number.
Horse mare. Phone 489-3741.
tiful lot on No. 18th Street.
0-7-C
U. S. DISTRIBUTING CORP.
Meadow
in
NEW three-bedroom
Suit. 103--Brentweed
Green Acres. Central heat, ga- TRAINING
CHAIR, walker,
Professional Bide.
rage.
jumper, chair, stroller, crib, an2740 5. Glenstone,
TWO-BEDROOM, central heat tique dresser, black and white
Springfield, Me. SUM
and air, two baths on Shady TV, console. Phone 753-7241.
1TP
Lane.
0-7-C
FINE HOME on eight acres,
THEY MADE A
WHY
one mile from Murray. Has ONE BOAT, 16 ft. Runabout WANTED: RBA Route Man to
ARE
SLIGHT ERROR
three shop buildings and small with 50 HP electric start mo- write orders and service Health
tor. See after 6:00 p. m. at 518 and Beauty Aid departments
lake.
AT THE
THEY
COTTAGE at Panorama Shores, South 6th or call 753-8391 from in retail stores. Econoline truck
FACTORY
HALF
TOY
two-bedroom, full basement 9:00 a. m. till 6:00 p. m. 0-7-C furnished. Home at night. SalPRICE?
Nice lot.
DUCKS
airy
and
all
expenses
paid.
USED
SPINET
Piano. Lonardo
Forty-six acres of fine cropStarting
salary
$100.00
per
Piano Co. Your complete music
land, one-third mile from Mur/
1
2PRICE
store. Across from the Post Of- week. High School education
ray.
required. Reside in or near Marfice.
Paris,
Tenn.
0-10-C
135 ACRES on Irving Cobb
ray, Kentucky or Paris, TennesRoad. Long highway frontage. USED SINGER sewing machine see. For additional htformustion,
SIXTY ACRES North of Penny. with Zig-Zag and all regular at- applicants please write or phone
••
Sowed down and good crop- tachments. Sews perfectly and Tom Brizendine, J. Zinsmeiatland.
fully guararrteed. Cash price er Company, P. 0. Box 427,
TWENTY ACRES in bottom $.74.50 or payments may be ar- Greenville, Kentucky, phone
near Murray. Eighty acres, five ranged. Write giving phone 502/338-2634.
0-9-C
miles southwest of Lynn Grove. number to Martha Hopper, GenS Per ON -•II regerl re
Nee
ocr-b
ree• u, Unerere 'verve* Svedester
TWO ACRE LOT on Penny eral Delivery, Murray, Ky.
Road, one and one-half miles
0-10-NC
from Murray. Three acre lot on
THREE
-GAITED American SadPenny Road, three and one-hall
miles from Murray. Nice build- dlebred pleasure horse. Chesting lots in most mentions of nut gelding; well mannered.
Phone 753-2508.
0-7-P Opening in Murray
Murray.
POP.'.' WE'RE A CINCH TO
A SUITE APIECE FOR MR. DOBBS
WE NEED new listings. Call
WIND UP BEHIND BARS
AN' MISS GROGGINS-AN'
HAvING
for
FOR
Assistant
longer
ManTRADE!,
weer
keep
ROYCE
A
1913
ROELS
carpets
es for an appraisal of your proTAKE THE BEST SINGLE
FOR A NEW ONE, CHARLIE 008195 AND FOR NONPAYMENT OF OUR
perty. No cost to you until we clean with Blue Lustre. Rent ager of retail store.
HOTEL. BILLS 71.4I5 PAD
YER GOT.
SUE HAVE RELUCTANTLY PLACED
sell. We appreciate your con- electric shampooer $1. Western
LOOKS LIKE IT COSTS A HUNDRED
Auto
sore.
THEMSELVES
StATHLESS
Home
of
INTO
"The
fidence.
BUCKS A DAY-- W/TMOUT
Excellent opportunity for
6ROGG1NS' HANDS ,.f
FOR ALL YOUR Reel Estate Wislifmr Well".
FOOD.'
advancement.
seeds mem by or can GUY FULL SIZE Frigidaire, portable,
Please apply in Person to
E'ANN REAL ESTATE AG- deluxe model, dishwasher. ReaENCY at 818 West Main, Ia. son for selling, have a built4n.
Sherwin Williams Co.
Ronal Hotel Building. Business Phone
753-5917.
04-C
Phone 753-7724. Home Phone:
107 North Fifth
Guy Spann, 753-2587; Louise
Also need temporary help
Esker, 753-2409; Onyx Ray, 753for afternoons.
SERVICES OFFERED
5011; Gary Young, 7111-111011.
,
_OAK WILL
'AA v L."1,•••,..,
CONTRACT new house*
90' x 150' LOT, zoned for General repair work and eddi. Two blocks from Uni- tons. Phone 753-3986.
AUTOS POE SALE
, $3150.00. One lot 115'
Oct.-10C
for duplex, $4026
CF,
VOLKSWAGEN,
1965
air-condi0-6-C
Phone 753-2649.
tioned, AM-FM radio, low mileage, like new, $850.00. Call 4363 ACRE FARM, 6% miles nor5331.
0-7-C
th of Murray. Seven room house
on Land. Call 753-2299 after
1948 JEEP, four wheel chive.
I DON'T CARIL IF THERE'S JUST
0-8-P N. Jean P. Smelt or Large
five p. m.
HAMMuS ALABAMMUS ON EARTH?!
Willie Johnson, Murray Route
I. Ids Appreciated
4wo.
Phone
AND DON'T DORE ME WITH TALES OF HOW
753-6329.
Free Eetimates
0-6-C
HOUSE on three acres of land,
A WILD
Contact:
seven miles out of town on May50AR IS, AT THE TIME OF ITS 50AR MITZVAH!!
REPOSSESSION.
1966
Ford
field Highway 121. Phone 753Galaxie two door hardtop. Good
0-9-C
5860 or 753-3930.
condition. Make bid. Cam be
seen at 204 South 4th Street,
THREE-BEDROOM brick, cemMurray, Monday through Friday.
tml heat and air, carpeted,
0-11-C
built-in appliances. In cl:y lletheen 1100 a. as. and
11410
as.
district, transferable
school
1964
DODGE,
%-ton
pick-up
S.
ITC
ken. Phone 753-4516.
V-8. Has two new tires. Please
PROFESSIONAL resident- call 753-5860 or 753-3930.
POE SALE
0-0-C
ial painting. Brush, roll, spray.
Theeellminanst Ukiah
References. Free
estimates 1961 CADILLAC
four door seaireenditiesed, electric beet, Phone 753-3486.
Oct. 21-C dan. Power and
air conditions
carport, new carpet through.
ing. Exceptionally clean with
cant, drapes. Bargain. Call: CHAIN SAW WORK, tree service and bush removal. Art Ad- set of new tires. Phone 4367316451 Sr 7634,720
0-7C
0-7-C 2323.
•
0.7.0 ams. phone 753-8572.
Noo
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Peanuts®

by Charles M. Schulz

YOU'RE

PI) - The
Library here
11111%.
It is
tory of hooks
odd.

by Ernie Bushmiller

Nancy

1.

tar

410,

Help Wanted

Abbia 'N Slab

by R. Van Buren

ONE

0

BLACK TOP PAVING

Lir Abner

by Al Capp

GET IT.F.r-

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502

A

GET IT.rf

ONE.

SAVAGE

ENTUO
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CELEBRATION
RECORD
CABINET

HAIR SPRAY SPECIAL

Several tini
things occur
ness to the
an event
when we ri
up on the s
Roy in so
reason, our
crossed A
standard.

966

SWEETHEART
DISHWASHING
LIQUID

Designed to hold record albums so you will
have them always within easy reach. Also
makes an ideal TV table or serving cabinet.

CABINET
222

Aqua Net Regular and Extra Hold
Lustre Creme - Regular and Extra Hold
Just Wonderful-Regular and Extra Hold
Get Set - Regular and Extra Hold

(Limit 3 Pleas*

Scatter Rugs
• 13" Remo Cloth

Satin with Tossreils
• 15" Antique Satin
• 10" Velveteen - Welted
• 17" Solid with Center Button
• 17" Print with Center Button
• Assorted Colors

ELECTRIC

By Royex

bugs. Well
have to ge
we have to

Petite-Lit.. . . Featuring 4
theatrical
shadow-free bulbs with
reversible
magnifying and regular mirror.
Reg.
-Al $8.95.

13-oz.
Cans

IRONING BOARD
PAD and COVER SET
Silicone Cover or Teflon

SHELF
BRACKETS

FREE

Your
Choice
Only

Popcorn Poppe

2"

It's electric with big family-size capacity. Heat-resistant glass cover. Pan
lifts off base for easy clear.ing and
serving. With cord.

THWEIST

CURITY

DIAPERS

AUTO
LITTER
BAG

21 v 40 gouve diapers orst
most absorbent, easier to wash
dry faster, softer, easy to fold
and longer wearing

Fits all standard
size boards.

doz.
4
for '

TO THE FIRST
1,000 PERSONS

Hickory NI
Had a cup
with a fine
er, Buford
Hilman Colt
size Okra h
fice ye,sten

Workman's
20-GAL.
TRASH CAN

LUNCH KIT

A huge spi
the area b(
our front i

97

His web ex
to the othe
ing to the
has his we
rum to an
stretched
door and
it when v
These are
and will ha
leave them
with their

Plastic Cover
with Lock Top
Repeat of a Sellout
6-Gallon Trash Can 84c

Bottle
MEN'S DRESS UP

JEANS

22
Permanent Press,
Center Crease, Back
Pocket Model with 2
Front Scoop Pockets.
50% Polyester, 50%
Cotton, Oven Baked
in Regular and Slims.
Colors — Olive, Mid
BJue, Whiskey/Gold.
Sizes — 28 to 36.

ACRES OF FREE PARKING
753-8777

LYDIA
GREY
BATH
TISSUE
10 Rolls
in Pack

57

INFANTS and
TODDLERS

SLACKS

POLYESTER TO

177
Nylon fleece with elastic
waist, stitched crease and
self stirrup. Also double knit
stretch nylon with elastic
stitched crease.
waist and
Asserted Colors. Size 9/24
Months. 2 to 4.

BIG K GIVES 33 1/3% DISCOUNT ON ALL

354

18"

-'-8.18.Col.

Ng opening, Fr•nch waist,
pull-on style. Sir.,
Or
Gray. Brown, Royal, Green
and Rust

LADIES' 100%
BONDED
ACRYLIC
SLACKS — Assorted styles
. . Fly
Front, Fr•nch Waist. Assorted Plaids
in sires

Ladies Long Sleeve, Mock Turtle Nech
Knit Top. Assorted Colors. White, Black
Navy, Dark Brown, Red. Light
Blue, Pink
and Yellow
Siz•s — Small, Mediu m
Large

8 to 113

377
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BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
PHONE 753-8777
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we would
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Prefolded diapers are permoes
ently folded, more absorbek
wash cleaner, dry faster, ma
comfortable and better fitti

ANNIVERSARY
SALE.

WRENCHES Made•of Drop Forged, Chrome Molybdenum, Triple
Chrome Plated Steel for extra long life. Choice of 14 different sizes
from Open End. Box End, and Combination styles.
NUT DRIVERS Made of Drop Forged Steel. Rust Resistant Nickel
Plated Blades Choose from 7 Popular Sizes. Extra Comfort, Palm
Fitting Unbreakable Handles.
SCREWDRIVERS Made of Chrome Vanadium Alloy Steel in 11 different sizes, including Mechanic. Electrician, Phillips, Square, Stubby.

Your
Choice

2 t500

VISITING OUR
STORE DURING
OUR

How we c(
jag viewpoi
morning d
the overcas
atmosphere
dumps?

Well, don't
this way. I
growing as

MAKEUP
MIRROR

Ideal to add color to Bathroom,
Kitchen and designed for won
hanging or any flat surface.
Assorted Colors.

YOUR

With the a
stadium,
bwel
be a long d
the stadiut
the school
be known
Stadium. A
fellow wht
years into
ory.

Select from a variety of colors, patterns. Sizes 21 x 36
Scatter Rugs and
24 x 72 Runners
broadloom on jute
bock.

SPACE SAVER

CHOICE

Ai

9 A.M. To 9 P.M. WEEKDAYS
1:00 P.M. To 6 P.M. SUNDAYS

to activate
Kappa Del
this time t
of six dol
ration for
5380
calling
8 Mr
tar. phor
1

